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1 Introduction 

 

 

 
1.1. Background 

According to a recent esteem of the European Environmental Agency (EEA) the European 

transport sector is still strongly dependent on petroleum powered internal combustion engines (for 

around 96 % of total) [1]. The main products of the combustion of hydrocarbon-based fuels are 

carbon dioxide (CO2) and water (H2O), the first being a well-known greenhouse gas (GHG). In the 

same report it is stated that the transport sector was responsible of 24% of all EU GHGs emissions 

in 2009 [1]. Since according to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) it is likely 

that a connection exists between the increasing anthropogenic GHG emissions and the global 

temperature rise observed in the last 50 years [2], maintaining the transport sector’s dependence on 

oil is no longer sustainable. Besides CO2 and H2O, other compounds are present in the exhausts 

which are hazardous for human health, e.g. particulate matter (PM), carbon monoxide (CO), non-

methane organic volatile compounds (NMVOCs), ozone (O3), nitrogen oxides (NOx) and sulfur 

oxides (SOx) [1]. Efforts have been made in many countries to face these problems by the 

introduction of more and more stringent emission regulations [3].  

The replacement of traditional fossil fuels with renewable sources (e.g. biofuels, electricity 

and potentially hydrogen) is expected to be the long term solution for the environmental issue. 

However, today the available technologies for the exploitation of renewables do not allow to satisfy 

the global energy demand. For this reason, the replacement of gasoline and diesel with natural gas 

(NG) as fuel for cars has been regarded as the best temporary solution for the reduction of GHG 

emissions. In fact, among all hydrocarbons methane (which is the main component of NG) has the 

highest hydrogen/carbon ratio, which allows achieving a reduction of CO2 per km emissions. 

Farther, NG engines produce lower PM than diesel engines, since NG does not contain aromatic 

compounds, and contains less sulfur compounds than oil derived fuels [4]. Finally, the development 

and optimization of natural gas vehicles (NGVs) is straightforward also in the view of the 

replacement of natural gas with renewable CH4 (i.e. biogas) in the next future. However, the 

presence of unburned methane in the exhausts represents a major drawback because of its high 

Global Warming Potential (GWP). 
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Spark-ignited automotive gas engines can be divided into two categories, stoichiometric 

and lean-burn, depending on the air/fuel ratio [5]. The lean-burn technology guarantees an efficient 

fuel use and a reduction of CH4 and NOx emissions in comparison with stoichiometric engines. 

However, complex exhausts aftertreatment systems are required to meet the emission standards. 

Carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons are usually controlled by means of an oxidation catalyst, 

whereas the most promising concepts for NOx abatement are lean NOx trap (LNT) and selective 

catalytic reduction (SCR) by hydrocarbons or ammonia [6]. On the contrary, the catalytic systems 

following stoichiometric engines rely predominately on three-way catalysts (TWCs), which allow 

the simultaneous abatement of the main pollutants (NOx, CO and CH4). Being lambda (λ) the ratio 

between the actual amount of air and the stoichiometric amount necessary for total fuel oxidation, 

the lambda window for the best performance of TWCs is narrow: operating outside this window 

would dramatically reduce the efficiency of the abatement system, which results in increased 

emission levels. Under closed loop lambda control the fuel injection system of a NG engine is 

regulated in order to optimize the performance of the catalytic converter by keeping the air to fuel 

ratio around the stoichiometric value. Although well-established for the aftertreatment of the 

exhausts from gasoline engines, this technology has not yet been optimized for NG applications. 

Besides methane oxidation is challenging, especially at low temperatures, due to the high stability 

of the methane molecule. Thus, new materials or strategies have to be considered in order to 

improve catalytic performances. 

 

1.2. Objectives 

In this thesis different strategies for the enhancement of low-temperature catalytic 

oxidation of methane emissions are investigated. The aim is to gain further understanding in the 

mechanisms of methane oxidation, in particular in presence of reactive gases, and to clarify the role 

of the support material and the metal-support interface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

2 Methane abatement from the exhausts 
of natural gas vehicles 

 

 

 
New restrictions have been introduced for the emission of non-methane hydrocarbons 

(NMHC) by Euro 5 regulation in 2009, limiting to 68 mg/km their release in the atmosphere [7]. 

However the limit of 100 mg/km for total hydrocarbons (THC) is still valid, so that also methane 

emissions have to be limited. Besides, the standard for the emissions of nitrogen oxides from 

passenger cars has become stricter (60 mg/km). 

So far, two main strategies are used to meet these stringent emission regulations. Lean-

burn operation (λ = 1.7-1.8) allows to achieve high thermal efficiencies and low NOx emissions, 

but at the same time the THC emissions increase, so that an oxidation catalyst is also required [4]. 

On the other hand, stoichiometric engines with exhaust gas recirculation (EGR), which keeps high 

fuel efficiencies [4], and three-way catalysts, for the simultaneous abatement of CO, CH4 and NOx, 

are regarded as the most promising strategy to meet the future emission standards [8]. 

 

2.1. Catalysts for methane oxidation 

At present the most common strategy for the abatement of the undesired CO and unburned 

CH4 is catalytic combustion. Generally, for n-alkanes, the shorter the chain length the higher is the 

temperature needed for the oxidation to occur [9,10], that makes CH4 the most difficult to oxidize 

among all the hydrocarbons. Besides, along with 

the development of more and more efficient 

engines the exhausts have become colder, so that 

the low-temperature activity is no longer only a 

cold-start problem (Fig. 2.1). In this scenario, the 

main challenge for a modern oxidation catalyst is 

the conversion of low amounts of CH4 (500-1000 

ppm) at low temperatures (less than 500°C). The 

presence of large amounts of H2O (10-15%) and 

CO2 (15%), coming from complete combustion of 

Fig. 2.1 – Light-off curves for methane and 
non-methane hydrocarbons and typical 

NGV exhaust gas temperatures [10]. 
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methane in the engine, might also have a negative impact on the catalytic activity [11]. Besides, 

since traces of sulfur containing compounds not only from natural gas (about 1 ppm) but also from 

lubricating oils can be present, resistance to sulfur poisoning is also needed. 

Two families of catalysts for complete methane oxidation have been studied: noble metals 

and transition metal oxides. However, research early focused on the first group, their higher 

activity making them the most promising materials for low-temperature applications. Among noble 

metals, palladium and platinum supported on high surface area metal oxides (e.g. silica or alumina) 

are the most commonly used. 

 

2.2.1. Palladium-based catalysts 

Palladium-based catalysts are recognized to be the most active materials for methane 

oxidation in lean-burn applications [9,10,12,13,14,15]. It is generally accepted that different 

species of palladium oxide can be formed under oxygen excess depending on temperature, oxygen 

partial pressure and Pd particle dispersion [16,17,18,19,20], and that both PdO and Pd can be 

present at the same time on the catalyst [21,22,23,24]. A redox mechanism for methane oxidation 

over palladium-based catalysts is likely, even if not yet disclosed. It has been proposed that 

methane from the gas phase reacts with lattice oxygen and reduces oxidized palladium according to 

a Mars-van Krevelen type of mechanism. Metallic Pd is subsequently re-oxidized by chemisorbed 

oxygen, completing the redox cycle [25]. Alternatively, methane could adsorb on a coordinatively 

unsaturated Pd site on the surface of a PdO crystallite. This would be followed by H-abstraction 

through interaction with an adjacent Pd-O species and subsequently formation of Pd-OH species 

(Fig. 2.2). Finally the active Pd/Pd-O pair could be recovered through combinative desorption of 

two OH species [26].  In the light of the above reported mechanisms, the oxidation state of the 

noble metal appears to be of major 

importance for the activation of the 

C-H bond, which is regarded as

Fig. 2.2 - Methane dissociation mechanism on a surface Pd–
PdO site pair [26]. 

the rate-determining step for 

methane oxidation [27]. 

Despite their high low-temperature activity, palladium-based catalysts present two major 

drawbacks, i.e. the inhibition/poisoning by water [9,15] and the sensitivity towards sulfur 

containing compounds [10,15,28,29,30]. The most likely mechanism for water inhibition involves 

the blockage of active sites for methane dissociation by formation of stable surface hydroxides 

[31,32,33,34,35]. 
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As regarding the mechanism of sulfur 

poisoning over Pd-based catalysts a distinction 

should be made on the basis of the 

sulfating/non-sulfating nature of the supporting 

material used. Assuming that the origin of 

catalyst deactivation is chemisorption of SOx 

species on the active sites, the lower 

deactivation observed over sulfating support 

Fig. 2.3 – Mechanism of sulfur poisoning and 
successive regeneration for palladium catalysts 

supported on sulfating or non-sulfating materials 
[10]. 

Materials (e.g. Al2O3) can be explained 

considering that the support acts as a sink for 

SO2/SO3  ,   shifting   SOx   away   from   the  

palladium. On the contrary, more Pd-sulfates can be formed when a non-sulfating support (e.g. 

SiO2) is used. Differences are observed also during catalyst regeneration by heating up to 650°C. 

Palladium sulfates almost completely decompose in the case of non- sulfating support and the 

original activity is recovered. On the contrary, sulfur stored in the sulfating support may diffuse to  

palladium by (reverse) spillover, preventing a complete regeneration [10]. The exposure of the 

catalyst to alternate reducing and lean atmospheres could lead to a more effective recovery of 

catalytic activity after sulfur exposure [36]. 

 

2.2.2. Platinum-based catalysts 

In contrast with palladium, the activity of platinum-based catalysts for methane oxidation 

is poor under lean conditions due to oxygen self-poisoning [9,15]. It is commonly accepted that 

methane oxidation on Pt occurs via a Langmuir-Hinshelwood (LH) type of mechanism involving 

reaction between dissociated methane and oxygen species. Therefore, the inhibiting effect of 

oxygen can be explained by a site competition between the two reactants [37] favoring the 

adsorption of oxygen, due to its considerably higher sticking probability as compared to methane 

[38,39]. To support the above described reaction mechanism, the existence of an optimum oxygen 

coverage of Pt particles for C-H activation has been demonstrated [9,40,41,42,43,44,45]. 

Despite their lower activity, Pt-based catalysts remain of interest for lean-burn applications 

due to their low sensitivity to water [15] and sulfur containing compounds [10,15,30,46], since 

platinum does not form stable hydroxides or sulfates. On the contrary, it has been shown that the 

addition of sulfur dioxide can even promote methane oxidation over platinum supported catalysts 

[47,48,49]. Possible mechanisms for sulfur promotion will be discussed in this thesis (see Section 

4.2). 
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2.2.3. Noble metal-support interaction 

The deposition of metals on a support material with high (specific) surface area, like silica 

or alumina, can significantly improve the catalytic activity, likely due to the increased metal 

dispersion and stabilization against sintering. The support material can also modify catalytic 

properties by influencing the morphology of the active particles attached to the support. Indeed, 

according to Wulff construction, different crystal planes will be preferentially exposed on the 

surface depending on the free energy of the surface facets and the interface energy with the support 

[50], resulting in catalysts more or less reactive. Besides, many reactions are believed to occur only 

at the metal-support interface, where a modified electron density resulting from charge transfer 

phenomena may change the chemisorption properties of the metal [51,52,53]. This effect is referred 

to as strong metal-support interaction (SMSI) and has been observed for noble metals supported on 

both TiO2 and CeO2 [54,55]. Finally metal-support interactions are of major importance in spillover 

processes i.e. transport of active species adsorbed on the metal surface to the surface of the support, 

or vice versa, which can play a major role in the mechanism of methane oxidation [56]. 

 

2.3. Three-way catalysts for stoichiometric applications 

The aftertreatment systems for the exhausts of stoichiometric engines mainly rely on three-

way catalysts (TWCs) technology adapted from gasoline applications. Noble metals are employed 

as active components in TWCs, among which Pt and Pd or combinations of them are 

predominantly used due to their high methane and CO oxidation activity [57]. Besides, rhodium 

turned out to be the most effective among the noble metals for NOx abatement, due to its higher 

ability to dissociate NO [58,59]. For this reason, small amounts of Rh are usually included into 

TWCs formulations. 

The periodic adjustment of the air to fuel ratio imposed by the oxygen feedback control 

sensor, which is typical of stoichiometric engines, results in significant deviations from the 

stoichiometric point. In order to reduce the impact of the perturbations on the conversion 

efficiency, an oxygen storage compound (e.g. CeO2 and/or CexZryO solid solutions) is usually 

included in TWC formulations. Indeed, due to its ability to act as oxygen buffer by 

storing/releasing oxygen under lean/rich conditions respectively, in the presence of ceria the 

operating lambda window can be widened [60,61,62]. Further, it has been proved that the 

introduction of zirconia into ceria can improve the oxygen storage capacity (OSC) by producing 

defects which facilitate the transport of oxygen from the bulk to the surface under reducing 

conditions [63,64,65]. 

Recently, it has been recognized that segregating the noble metals in different washcoat 

layers is an effective method to avoid detrimental metal-metal or metal-support interactions 
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[57,62]. Thus, many catalyst manufacturers have developed new 3D catalyst formulations to 

optimize the specific catalytic functions. As an example, trimetallic TWCs (Pd with small amounts 

of Pt and Rh) are prepared in two layers. Rhodium is located in a separate layer in order to avoid 

alloy formation with palladium and is also segregate from CeO2, since the formation of cerium 

rhodate can deactivate its deNOx function [66]. Finally, improvements in the OSC and CO 

oxidation function have been found when palladium interacts with ceria, but some Pd has to remain 

free in order to preserve the HC oxidation performances [67]. Although TWC technology in the 

exhausts of gasoline-fueled engines is well established, further investigations are still needed for its 

application to NGVs.  

 

2.4. Strategies for enhanced low temperature methane oxidation 

In order to reduce the precious metals content, i.e. the cost of the catalytic converter, and to 

match stricter regulation requirements more effective oxidation strategies are needed. Several 

methods to improve catalytic performances for low-temperature methane oxidation have been 

proposed [68].  

One strategy could be to modify the composition of the active phase by combining 

different precious metals or by adding promoters. Differently promoted bi- and trimetallic systems 

are commonly used for TWCs, as already described in Section 2.3. A considerable improvement of 

the catalytic behavior over bimetallic Pt-Pd systems has been observed also for lean-burn 

applications [69]. Besides, using ceria instead of alumina as support material leads to an increase of 

the catalytic activity of platinum under lean conditions: the presence of highly active sites for 

methane dissociation at the platinum-ceria interface has been suggested to explain the observed 

lower light-off temperature [70]. 

Another strategy for the enhancement of methane conversion could be changing the 

exhaust gas composition, e.g. by periodic operation. This technique consists in periodic alternation 

of the feed gas between net oxidizing and net reducing compositions, which is customary for three-

way catalysts. A large number of papers have been devoted to the study of Pd and Pt based TWCs 

under periodic operation [28,71,72,73,74,75,76] and in most of them improvements in hydrocarbon 

conversion were found when working under oscillating conditions [71,72,73,75,76]. Some authors 

proposed that the improved catalytic performances may origin from perturbations in the adsorbate 

composition on the active sites caused by the alternation of rich and lean conditions [72,74,75]. 

However, most of the TWCs literature refers to the exhausts of gasoline vehicles, largely 

represented by hydrocarbons of high molecular weight, which are relatively easy to oxidize, 

whereas the chemistry of methane abatement over TWC is still unclear. On the contrary, the effect 

of periodic lean/rich pulses on methane oxidation over catalysts for lean-burn applications has been 
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object of some recent studied over Pt/Al2O3 [14,42,43,44,77,78], Pt/CeO2 [78] and Pd/Al2O3 [14]. 

A temporary maximum for methane conversion was observed when switching gas composition, 

whose duration varies depending on the OSC of the support [78]. The reason for the high activity 

might be the presence of a favorable composition of the adsorbed species on the metal surface or an 

optimal oxidation state of the noble metal surface, neither completely oxidized nor completely 

reduced, which is considered to be more effective for methane dissociation [77]. 

Another strategy for the enhancement of methane conversion over Pt-based catalyst under 

lean condition could be affecting the composition of the gas stream by the addition to the exhausts 

of saturated hydrocarbons of higher molecular weight which can be easily oxidized. In fact a 

decrease in the light-off temperature has been observed after the addition of C2-C4 alkanes over a 

presulfated Pt/Al2O3 catalyst [79], likely due to the circumvention of oxygen inhibition. Finally, an 

interesting promoting effect was observed for low-temperature methane oxidation by addition of 

sulfur dioxide on Pt supported on Al2O3 [47,48] and CeO2 [49]. The origins of sulfur promotion 

and the role played by the support will be further discussed in Section 4.2. However, it is possible 

to anticipate that new active sites consisting of a polarized pair Ptδ+/(SO4)δ- at the metal-support 

interface might be more effective in the breakage of C-H bond [80]. Although the presence of SO2 

in the exhausts is undesired, a better understanding of this phenomenon could be useful for the 

design of new catalysts with permanent higher activity towards methane oxidation. 



   

3 Research approach and scientific 
methods 

 

 

 
3.1. Catalytic materials 

In Paper 1 a commercial Pd-Rh based catalyst (7.1 g/l of loading, Pd:Rh = 39:1) developed 

by Ecocat has been tested. The catalyst support mainly consists of stabilized γ-Al2O3. In addition, 

Ce-Zr mixed oxide (Zr/Ce = 3.5) were used to improve the oxygen storage capacity of the catalyst 

and transition metal compounds were added as stabilizers and promoters. The catalyst was prepared 

by mixing the supporting materials with precursor salts of the noble metals in a water slurry and 

then coating a 400 CPSI/6 mils ceramic honeycomb to a layered structure. The washcoat material 

content referred to the geometric area of the catalyst is 50 g/m2.  

For the studies in Paper 2 and 3, three supported platinum catalysts with 4 wt.-% Pt loading 

have been prepared by dry impregnation of silica, alumina and ceria. Each support was first 

pretreated in air at 600°C for 4 hours and then dispersed in an aqueous solution consisting of 

distilled water and the noble metal precursor ((NH3)4Pt(NO3)2). According to the incipient wetness 

method, the volume of the liquid was restricted to the pore volume of the material, so that three 

impregnation steps were necessary to obtain the desired Pt loading on the Pt/ceria sample, whereas 

one step was enough for the Pt/silica and the Pt/alumina ones. Since platinum is positively charged 

in the solution, the pH was adjusted by NH4OH addition in order to increase the interaction 

between the platinum complex and the support. The isoelectric point of each oxide was taken into 

account in the choice of pH value [81]. The obtained slurry was then stirred for 20 minutes, frozen 

with liquid nitrogen and freeze-dried for 12 h. The main advantage of the freeze-drying technique 

as compared to the most commonly used thermal evaporation is that the noble metal distribution is 

maintained resulting in less agglomeration [82]. The obtained powder was finally calcined in air at 

550°C for one hour. Monolithic samples were prepared by immersing 400 CPSI cordierite 

monoliths in a water slurry consisting of the catalyst powder and a binder of the same nature of the 

supporting material. The coated monoliths were then dried in air at 90°C for 10 min and calcined at 

600°C for 2 min also in air, before repeating the coating procedure till 200 mg of coating was 
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deposited on each sample. Finally, the samples were calcined in air at 550°C for one hour to avoid 

collapse of support and, thus, noble metal encapsulation during high temperature experiments. 

 

3.2. Characterization of supported noble-metal catalysts 

N2 physisorption measurements have been performed at -196°C (liquid nitrogen) over 

powder samples of the three Pt-based catalysts (Paper 2 and 3). The specific surface area of 

Pt/silica, Pt/alumina and Pt/ceria have been calculated to be 117, 173 and 156 m2/g, respectively, 

according to the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) equation [83] for P/P0 = 0.05-0.20. 

To be able to discern the effect of the different support materials, the catalysts used for the 

comparison must have similar platinum dispersions. Different methods are usually applied for the 

evaluation of precious metal (PM) dispersion. 

 Gas chemisorption: dispersion is calculated from the measurement of PM uptake of a 

certain species (e.g. O2 for H2-O2 titration and CO for CO pulse method) on a pre-reduced 

sample. 

 Line broadening of X-ray diffraction (XRD) peaks: particles size is calculated according to 

the Scherrer equation [84]. 

 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM): particles size is directly measured from high 

resolution images [85]. 

However, the measurement of dispersion from XRD is generally difficult if small amounts of small 

PM particles are supported, as in this case, because they generate too weak and too broad peaks. 

Besides, it is difficult to apply gas chemisorption methods for the measurement of PM dispersion 

on CeO2 containing supports. In fact, when H2-O2 titration is used, it is difficult to distinguish the 

chemisorption on the PM from the redox of the support because of the high OSC of ceria. On the 

other hand, when CO pulses are performed, CO is absorbed on the ceria as carbonates, so resulting 

in a CO uptake higher than expected. Finally, the use of TEM could also be difficult because the 

dark ceria contrast hinders the distinction of PM particles. A way to circumvent this problem is the 

use of the high-angle annular dark-field imaging technique (HAADF) [86]. An annular dark field 

detector collects scattered electrons from an annulus around the beam. If only very high angle, 

incoherently scattered electrons are used to form the image, a high sensitivity towards variations in 

the atomic number of atoms in the sample (Z-contrast images) can be obtained. 

For the measurement of PM dispersion of the catalysts used in Paper 2 and 3, the particles 

were imaged using high angle annular dark field imaging scanning TEM imaging mode providing 

Z number contrast. The electron probe size used for these studies was about 0.2 nm. The results 

(reported in Paper 2) show that platinum particles in the Pt/silica sample are generally larger than 

the Pt particles in the Pt/alumina and Pt/ceria samples. However, a significant fraction of the 
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platinum crystals are very small, i.e. below two nm in all three samples, so that we can say with a 

certain confidence that the observed effects are not ascribable to different PM dispersions. 

 

3.3. Continuous gas-flow reactors 

In this work two different flow reactor configurations were used for the investigation of the 

effect of periodic lambda oscillation (Paper 1) and of the presence of SOx/NOx (Paper 2 and 3), 

respectively. 

 

3.3.1. Stainless steel reactor 

A schematic representation of the experimental setup used in Paper 1 is given in Fig. 3.1. 

A stainless steel tubular reactor 

externally heated by an oven was 

used (Fig. 3.2). The monolithic 

sample (6x6 channels, length = 1.3 

cm, volume = 0.832 cm3) was 

wrapped by a quartz wool tape and 

located in a properly designed 

holder to avoid by-pass phenomena. 

Fig. 3.1 – Schematic representation of the continuous gas 
flow reactor system used in Paper 1. 

The upstream section of the reactor 

was    filled    by  quartz  spheres  to

allow complete mixing and preheating of gas feed. A sliding thermocouple was inserted into one of 

the central channels of the monolith for the measurement of the axial gas temperature profile 

during the experiments. An example of axial gas temperature profiles is given in Fig. 3.3 for 

different oven temperatures. A second thermocouple was located immediately before the entrance 

of the monolith sample. Each feed line was 

equipped with a programmable mass flow 

controller, regulated through a LabVIEW interface. 

Furthermore, a HPLC pump/evaporator system is 

used to feed H2O. H2O concentration was 

continuously monitored by means of a humidity 
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Fig. 3.3 – Axial gas temperature profiles at 
different oven temperatures (GHSV = 
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Fig. 3.2 – Schematic representation of the stainless 
steel reactor. 
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sensor. The total gas flow was 700 cm3/min at NTP in all the experiments, corresponding to a gas 

hourly space velocity (GHSV) of 50000 h-1 referred to the honeycomb catalyst volume. The desired 

lambda values were obtained by stepwise variations of oxygen concentration, according to the 

following expression derived from stoichiometric mass balances for a natural gas fuelled engine 

[87]: 
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where yi is the molar fraction of i species. The changes in the oxygen concentration were 

compensated by simultaneously switching N2 feed flow in order to maintain a constant total gas 

flow during periodic operations. The lambda value was monitored by a lambda probe positioned 

immediately upstream the reaction section. The analysis of inlet and outlet gas composition was 

periodically accomplished using a Micro GC equipped by TCD detectors, a Molecular Sieve 5 Å 

column for separation of N2, H2, O2, CH4 and CO (Ar carrier) and a Plot Q column for separation of 

CO2 and H2O. However, since each GC analysis takes about 3 min, this kind of measurement is 

reliable only under stationary conditions. In order to follow changes in the outlet gas concentrations 

during transient operation, a series of continuous gas analyzers was therefore provided: 

 UV spectrometer (NO, NO2 and NH3); 

 thermal conductivity analyzer (H2); 

 paramagnetic analyzer (O2); 

 IR spectrometer (CH4, CO and CO2). 

 

3.3.2. Quartz reactor 

A schematic representation of the experimental rig used in Paper 2 and 3 is given in Fig. 3.4. In this 

case the continuous gas-flow reactor 

consists of an horizontal quartz tube 

surrounded by a metal coil for resistive 

heating of the gas flow and the 

monolithic sample (Ø = 13 mm, length 

Fig. 3.4 - Schematic representation of the continuous 
gas flow reactor system used in Paper 2 and 3. 

= 15 mm). In order to reduce axial 

temperature gradients, the reactor was 

insulated with a quartz wool layer and the sample was placed in the isothermal zone of the reactor 

with one blank cordierite monolith upstream and two downstream functioning as heat radiation 

shields [88]. 

The temperature in each cordierite monolith and in the catalytic sample was measured by fixed 

thermocouples. Each individual feed line was provided with a mass flow controller, regulated 
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through a LabVIEW program. In order to avoid the overshoot connected with the opening of the 

mass flow controller, the gas flows were introduced to the reactor by means of three air actuated 

four-way pulse valves. The analysis of the outlet gas composition was performed by a mass 

spectrometer according to both the ion-molecule reaction (IMR) and the electron impact (EI) 

methods, i.e. using primary ions or electrons, respectively, to ionize the sample gas. The main 

advantage of IMR is a reduced fragmentations, due to its lower collision energy compared to EI 

[89,90], which allows to selectively distinguish between molecules with the same mass to charge 

ratio (m/z) through an accurate choice of the primary ions. In this work different methods were 

used to follow different m/z: 

 IMR with Xe+ as primary ion: 14 (N), 28 (CO) and 64 (SO2); 

 IMR with Kr+ as primary ion: 17 (NH3) and 44 (N2O); 

 IMR with Hg+ as primary ion: 30 (NO) and 46 (NO2); 

 EI: 2 (H2), 15 (CH4), 18 (H2O), 28 (CO), 32 (O2 and S), 33 (HS), 44 (CO2 and N2O) 

and 48 (SO) 

 

3.4. Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy 

Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is commonly applied in catalysis for the identification of the 

species adsorbed on the catalyst surface. This technique exploits the fact that molecules possess 

discrete levels of vibrational energy and that the adsorption of photons with frequency in the mid-

infrared range (200-4000 cm-1) can provoke transitions between vibrational levels. However, not all 

the vibrations can be observed. In order to be IR-active, a vibration has to produce a net change in 

the dipole moment of the molecule. The intensity of the IR band is then proportional to the change 

in the dipole moment. Besides, its frequency, that is equal to the frequency of the bond or group 

that vibrates, increases with increasing bond strength and decreasing mass of the vibrating atoms 

[91,92]. It is worth to note that after adsorption, the vibrational frequency of a molecule can change 

as a consequence of electronic rearrangements influencing the bond strength. IR spectra are 

obtained by detecting changes in transmittance (or absorption) intensity as a function of frequency. 

In Fourier transformed infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy the entire wavelength range is 

measured at once, thus allowing a faster analysis than in dispersive IR spectroscopy [91,92]. In this 

work, diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transformed spectroscopy (DRIFTS) was used to perform 

in situ measurements. The main advantage of diffuse reflectance mode is the possibility to use 

powder samples instead of the pressed disks required by transmission or total reflectance modes 

[93]. This facilitates the procedure for samples preparation and also diffusion limitations of gaseous 

species to and from the sample are avoided [92].  
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A schematic representation of the experimental setup used in Paper 2 and 3 for in situ 

DRIFTS measurements is given in Fig. 3.5. A high-temperature reaction cell with KBr IR 

transparent windows was used. The temperature of the sample holder was measured with a 

thermocouple and individual mass flow controllers were used to introduce the gases. Moreover, to 

facilitate precise transients, the SO2/NOx feed was introduced via an air actuated high-speed gas 

valve.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.5 – Schematic representation of the DRIFTS system used in Paper 2 and 3. 

The outlet gas composition was analyzed by a EI mass spectrometer following the m/z 2 (H2), 14 

(N), 15 (CH4), 17 (NH3), 18 (H2O), 28 (CO), 30 (NO), 32 (O2 and S), 40 (Ar), 44 (CO2 and 

N2O), 46 (NO2), 48 (SO), and 64 (SO2). 



   

4 Results and discussion 

 

 

 
In this work, different strategies for the improvement of low-temperature catalytic 

oxidation of methane emissions are studied. In Paper 1 the effect of forced oscillations around 

stoichiometry over a commercial Ce-Zr promoted Pd-Rh/Al2O3 catalyst for the abatement of 

methane from the exhausts of NGVs is addressed, with the purpose to gain further 

understanding on periodic operation as a strategy for the enhancement of catalytic activity. Since 

this work has been performed within the INtegrated GAS powertrain (INGAS) project, financed by 

the European Union, it should be regarded as a need-driven research rather than a primary study. 

On the contrary, the second part of this work has the features of a more fundamental research. In 

Paper 2 and 3 sulfur promoted and NOx assisted low-temperature methane oxidation are studied, 

respectively, by comparing silica, alumina and ceria supported platinum catalysts with the purpose 

to gain further understanding on the mechanisms of methane oxidation promotion. Spectroscopic in 

situ measurements (FTIR) complete the picture, disclosing changes in the adsorbed species.  

 

5.1. Periodic operation around stoichiometry 

In Paper 1, the behavior of a commercial Ce-Zr promoted Pd-Rh/Al2O3 honeycomb 

three-way catalyst for natural gas vehicles is studied under both stationary and periodic conditions, 

with a special focus on methane conversion. The feed gas mixture is representative of the typical 

composition of the exhausts from a stoichiometric CNG engine [94]: 0.15 vol.% CH4, 0.6 vol.% 

CO, 0.1 vol.% H2, 0.13 vol.% NO, 0.58 vol.% O2, 10 vol.% H2O, 10.7 vol.% CO2 and balance N2. 

The exposure to a stationary stoichiometric or lean reaction mixture in presence of large 

amounts of water and at Toven = 450°C leads to catalyst deactivation already after 30 min of time on 

stream (Fig. 4.1). However the introduction of periodic rich pulses (λ = 0.98) in a constant lean 

feed gas (λ = 1.02) can stabilize the catalytic performances, in line with what reported by Arosio et 

al. [36] and Castellazzi et al. [95].  
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Although it is generally accepted that the rate determining step for the oxidation of 

methane is the C-H bond activation [27], resulting in the adsorption of CH3 and OH species, some 

authors proposed that at moderate temperatures 

hydroxyl desorption might be the rate limiting 

step [27,33,96]. Thus the progressive formation 

of stable surface hydroxyls (or Pd(OH)2 [31]) 

which can desorb (or decompose) upon 

exposure to a reducing atmosphere might be a 

possible explanation for the observed 

deactivation under stationary conditions and for 

Fig. 4.1 - Comparison between CH4 
conversions under stationary lean (λ=1.02) and 
stoichiometric (λ=1.00) feed gas mixture (Toven 

= 450°C, GHSV = 50000 h-1). 

the stabilization under periodic rich pulses. 

Alternatively, the surface smoothening of PdO 

crystallites under oxygen excess followed by its

roughening after reduction/reoxidation is also proposed [97]. 

The study of catalytic activity under rich conditions is addressed by performing lean pulses 

(λ = 1.02) in a constant rich feed gas (λ = 0.98). A higher methane conversion is observed than 

under stoichiometric or lean feed, in line with previous results from Subramanian et al. [98]. 

Different reactants conversion and products distribution suggest that different chemistries are 

involved under lean and rich conditions. Total oxidation reactions mainly occur under excess of 

oxygen, where the main products are CO2, H2O and NO2, whereas under rich conditions NO 

reduction, CH4 steam reforming (SR) and water gas shift (WGS) also occur, which eventually 

explain the presence of CO, H2 and NH3 in the outlet gas. 

Forced oscillations of the feed gas composition around stoichiometry are obtained by 

adjusting the oxygen content according to the desired lambda value and compensating with N2 to 

keep a constant total feed flow. Higher and stable average methane conversions are reached than 

under constant λ operations (Fig. 4.2). 

Accordingly, enhanced performances of TWCs 

under periodic operation in the exhausts of 

gasoline vehicles has previously been observed 

by several authors [71,72,73,75]. The response to

different oscillation amplitudes (∆λ = ±0.01, 

±0.02, ±0.03) at fixed cycle period (t = 60 s) and 

constant oven temperature (450°C) is also 

investigated. The outlet mixture composition 

(CH4, O2, H2, CO, NO and NH3) and monolith 

temperature  measured  just after  the monolith 

Fig. 4.2 - Enhanced catalytic performances 
under periodic operation (λ = 1±0.02, t = 60s, 

Toven = 450°C, GHSV = 50000 h-1). 
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entrance during the single lean/rich cycle are shown in Fig. 4.3. 
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Fig. 4.3 - Outlet molar fractions of CO-O2-H2 and CH4 and monolith temperature during a single 

lean/rich cycle: a) λ = 1 ± 0.01, b) λ = 1 ± 0.02 and c) λ = 1 ± 0.03 (t = 60 s, Toven = 450°C, GHSV 
= 50000 h-1). 

A delay in the oxygen outlet concentration is observed when passing from rich to lean 

conditions. Similarly a delay in the H2 and CO outlet concentrations occurs when passing from lean 

to rich. These experimental results are likely reflections of the catalyst redox processes, involving 

both the noble metal [99,100,101,102] and the oxygen storage materials in the support 

[103,104,105]. However, spectroscopic in situ measurements would be needed to confirm this 

hypothesis. 

Surprisingly, in contrast with O2, H2 and CO, the oscillation amplitude of outlet CH4 

concentration oscillations decreases on increasing the amplitude of lambda oscillation. It is also 

worth noting that the values of CH4 concentration during the lean phase decrease with the increase 

of the oscillation amplitude, i.e. of the oxygen content. This is in line with the effect of O2 on CH4 

conversion observed in the experiments at constant λ (Fig. 4.), supporting that under lean 

conditions, but in proximity of the stoichiometric composition, CH4 combustion kinetics has a 

slightly positive reaction order in O2 concentration, in line with results by Klingstedt et al. [28]. 

Also CH4 concentration levels reached during the rich phase markedly decrease with λ. However, 

when oscillating around stoichiometry with limited λ variations (±0.01 and ±0.02), CH4 conversion 

obtained during the rich phase is markedly higher than during the lean one. Results of stationary 

experiments performed with a merely reducing feed (λ = 0.967), i.e. in absence of both O2 and NO, 

allow to rule out the hypothesis of a connection between the observed enhancement of methane 
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conversion under rich conditions and a fast CH4 steam reforming over metal Pd. In fact, only a part 

of CH4 conversion obtained for λ oscillations of ±0.03, when the only oxidant present in the rich 

phase is NO, can be ascribed to steam reforming. This suggests a significant role of NO in CH4 

conversion under slightly rich conditions, likely involving Rh [74,106]. Besides, CH4 conversion 

achieved under rich conditions in presence of both NO and O2 (∆λ= ± 0.01 and ± 0.02) are much 

higher than both that obtained with NO only and those expected from pure steam reforming, 

confirming that O2 plays a major role in CH4 conversion under slightly rich operations. A 

promoting role of O2 and NO on CH4 conversion could be ascribed to the occurrence of direct 

combustion reactions, but this is unlikely due to competition with much more reactive CO and H2. 

Alternatively, the higher conversion values observed in the presence of an oxidant (O2 and/or NO) 

could be explained by the formation of a more active mixed PdO/Pd° state [26,107,108,109,110], 

possibly promoted by the presence of Ce/Zr oxides, at least in the first section of the monolith bed 

where O2 and NO have not been yet totally consumed. 

In summary, Paper 1 shows that the performance of periodic rich pulses is an effective 

method to keep high methane conversion under stationary lean exhausts. Besides, significant 

enhancements of the catalytic activity can be obtained by periodic symmetric oscillations of the gas 

composition around stoichiometry. The results support that such enhancement is connected with 

the presence of a highly active mixed PdO/Pd° state, but spectroscopic investigations are required 

to verify this hypothesis. 

 

5.2. Sulfur and NOx assisted methane oxidation 

On the basis of the analogy between SO2 and NO oxidation on Pt based catalysts and 

SOx/NOx storage properties of the support materials, sulfur promoted (Paper 2) and NOx assisted 

(Paper 3) low-temperature methane oxidation are studied by comparing silica, alumina and ceria 

supported platinum catalysts. The aim is to gain further understanding on the mechanisms of 

methane oxidation promotion. Besides transient flow-reactor experiments, in situ Fourier 

transformed infrared spectroscopy experiments have been performed under transient reaction 

conditions, which allowed following the changes in the surface coverage of the catalytic samples 

during methane oxidation.  

Before discussing the effect of SO2, NO and NO2, interesting information about the 

existence of different active sites over the different catalysts can be deduced by temperature 

programmed surface reaction (TPSR) experiments of pure CH4 oxidation with different oxygen 

concentrations (500 ppm CH4 with 1500 ppm or 8 vol.% O2). Assuming that the main reaction path 

for methane oxidation on platinum is governed by a Langmuir-Hinshelwood type of mechanism 

involving reaction between dissociated methane and oxygen species, the oxygen self-poisoning 
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observed for both Pt/silica and Pt/alumina can be explained by a competitive adsorption between 

O2 and CH4 on platinum sites [37] (type A and possibly B in Fig. 4.4) favoring the first due to its 

higher sticking probability [38,39]. Contrarily, a positive effect of oxygen was observed for 

Pt/ceria. It is likely that, in view of the semi-conductive nature of 

ceria, the Pt/ceria system exhibits stronger metal support 

interactions [54] that may modify the platinum sites, especially 

sites close to the noble metal-support interface (type B in Fig. 

Fig. 4.4 – Schematic 
representation of possible 

active sites on Pt supported 
catalysts. 

4.4) that are more active for methane dissociation or activation of 

reactive oxygen atoms [111]. Besides, although no evidences for 

methane dissociation on pure ceria have been found, the 

existence of active sites on the ceria surface (type C in Fig. 4.4)

cannot be excluded. Thus, dissociated oxygen on platinum can either react with dissociated 

methane on Pt itself or diffuse towards ceria and react on sites at the noble metal-support interface 

[70], or spillover and possibly react on ceria [112]. 

Since silica is recognized to be resistant towards acidic compounds like SO2 and NOx 

[113,114], i.e. neither sulfite/sulfate nor nitrite/nitrate species can be formed on the silica surface, it 

is not surprising that the same CH4 conversion is observed 

before and after SO2 and NOx exposure for the Pt/silica 

sample (Fig. 4.5a). However, a clear inhibition effect is 

observed in presence of SO2, which is partly oxidized into 

SO3. Having in mind that CH4 oxidation occurs 

exclusively on platinum for the Pt/silica sample, without 

distinction between platinum sites (A) and interfacial sites 

(B), the observed inhibiting effect might be due to a 

competition between CH4 and SO2 adsorption (Fig. 4.6a) 

as a first step for the respective subsequent oxidation 

reactions, favoring SO2 due to its higher sticking 

probability on platinum as compared to CH4 [70,115].  An 

inhibition effect is observed also upon exposure to NO2 at 

temperatures below 500°C. Since the dissociation energy 

of the ON-O bond is lower than that of the O-O bond 

[116], oxygen from NO2 dissociation might form a layer of 

strongly  chemisorbed  oxygen (or even platinum oxide)  

Fig. 4.5 - TPSR of 500 ppm CH4 
with1500 ppm O2 (GHSV = 15000 h-

1) over a) 4% Pt/SiO2, b) 4% 
Pt/Al2O3 and c) 4% Pt/CeO2. 

Heating ramps before SO2 exposure, 
with 20 ppm SO2 present and after 

SO2 exposure. 

[117,118],  leading to oxygen self-poisoning, unless a sufficiently high temperature is reached 

where oxygen desorption is favored (i.e. 500°C) (Fig. 4.6b). 
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Unlike for Pt/silica, the oxidation of methane is promoted 

by SO2 over Pt/alumina (Fig. 4.5b) due to formation of surface 

sulfates (confirmed by IR spectra in Fig. 4.7), likely via a 

platinum catalyzed reaction between the adsorbed SO3 and Al2O3 

[119], which might work as new active sites more effective in the 

breakage of the C-H bond. The general increasing trend of 

methane conversion as a function of time on stream may be a 

result of successive creation of these new active sites, which are  

proposed to be composed of adjacent cationic (Ptδ+) and anionic 

([SO4
2-]δ-) moieties at the noble metal-support interface (B) [80] 

(Fig. 4.8a). Decomposition of interfacial sulfates by desorption  

Fig. 4.6 - Schematic 
representation of SO2 (a) 
and NOx (b) effect on the 

Pt/silica catalyst. 

[120] or superficial migration of ad-SOx species from interfacial locations to regions far from the Pt 

particles, resulting in a decrease of the number of 

highly active sites, might explain the existence of a 

maximum and not a progressively increasing methane 

conversion when increasing the temperature. It is worth 

noting that the promoting effect partially remains even 

after SOx exposure. The importance of the active sites 

located at the noble metal-support interface in the 

promotion mechanism is confirmed by the temporary 

enhancement of methane conversion observed when 

introducing NOx in the feed gas at 500°C. In fact, new 

active sites in the form of a polarized couple (Ptδ+ NO3
δ-

) are proposed to be formed at the interface (B) via a 

Fig. 4.7- Isothermal SO2 PR 
experiments (40 ppm SO2) on 4% 

Pt/Al2O3 performed in the DRIFT cell 
with a continuous inlet feed: 500 ppm 

CH4 and 1500 ppm O2. 

platinum catalyzed mechanism (Fig. 4.8b). Being 

nitrates unstable, i.e. highly reactive, at 500°C 

[121,122], it is likely that as soon as the first C-H bond 

has been broken dissociated methane species rapidly  

reacts with the nitrate, thus explaining the lack of IR absorption bands associated with NOx species. 

Then, CO2 from the reaction is easily adsorbed at the noble metal-support interface, where stable 

carbonates are formed, as confirmed by DRIFTS results. The progressive filling of the platinum-

alumina boundaries by carbonates during NOx exposure eventually leads to a slight catalyst 

deactivation. 

As regarding the Pt/ceria catalyst, a promoting effect is observed during both SO2 and NOx 

pulses at 500°C and the ignition ramps in presence of 20 ppm SO2 (Fig. 4.5c). Besides, during the 

ignition ramp in presence of 50 ppm NO2 a maximum of CH4 conversion is observed between 230  
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Fig. 4.8 - Schematic representation of SO2 (a) and NOx (b) effect on the Pt/alumina catalyst. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.9- Schematic representation of SO2 (a) and NOx (b) effect on the Pt/ceria catalyst. 

and  415°C, which will be referred to as low temperature promotion. All the observed promoting 

effects diminish with SO2 or NOx exposure and eventually CH4 oxidation becomes inhibited. 

Analogous to Pt/alumina, the temporary SO2/NOx promotion may be explained by the formation of 

surface sulfates/nitrates at the noble metal-support interface (B) (Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10). Since ceria 

may accelerate the formation of ad-species via spillover processes, it is not surprising that the 

promoting effect is stronger on Pt/ceria than on Pt/alumina. In contrast with sulfates, interfacial 

nitrates responsible for the low temperature promotion become unstable when increasing the 

temperature. Thus the presence of a plateau in CH4 conversion instead of a progressive increase 

with increasing temperature is likely due to the decomposition of the interfacial active sites by NOx 

desorption. The hysteresis observed in the extinction-ignition cycles in the presence of SO2/NO2 

may be due to that Pt facilitates formation of interfacial ad-species at low temperature, whereas at 

higher temperatures they form directly on the entire ceria surface and, to a lower extent, at the 

noble metal-support boundaries. Besides, but only for SO2 promotion, considering that the sulfation 

process is coupled with the reduction of cerium from Ce(IV) into Ce(III) [123], the hysteresis may 

also be connected with different mechanisms of ceria re-oxidation depending on the temperature. In 

fact, ceria can be oxidized by O2 from the gas phase at high temperatures, whereas at low 
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temperatures oxygen spillover is the main route 

[70,112]. Moreover, the gradient in sulfate 

concentration between the surface and bulk of ceria 

may act as driving force for diffusion of sulfates into 

the bulk [124], associated with a corresponding 

diffusion of oxygen from the bulk to the surface of the 

ceria resulting in oxidation of ceria sites [125]. Unlike 

low temperature interfacial nitrates, NOx species 

formed at 500°C are directly involved not only in 

methane dissociation, but also in the oxidation reaction. 

CO2 is formed as combustion product, which can be 

adsorbed on the ceria surface in the form of carbonates. 

Fig. 4.10 - Isothermal SO2 PR 
experiments (40 ppm SO2) on 4% 

Pt/CeO2 performed in the DRIFT cell 
with a continuous inlet feed: 500 ppm 

CH4 and 1500 ppm O2 

The formation of concentration gradients during NOx 

exposure may lead to diffusion of carbonates from the 

surface to the bulk of ceria, as confirmed by the 

DRIFTS results. Accordingly, the long- term 

deactivation after SO2 and NOx exposure might be due to the blockage of the oxygen mobility and 

the active sites on ceria (C) by bulk sulfation (Fig. 4.10) or carbonation of the support. 

In summary Paper 2 and 3 show that the presence of coadsorbates (e.g. sulfates or nitrates) 

is of major importance in the enhancement of low-temperature methane oxidation, likely due to the 

promotion of the first H abstraction. In this picture, the choice of the support material on the basis 

of its adsorption proprieties and its ability to interact with the noble metal is crucial in the design of 

more active catalysts 
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5 Conclusions 

 

 

 
The replacement of gasoline and diesel with natural gas as fuel for cars allows achieving a 

reduction of CO2 per km emissions, due to the higher hydrogen/carbon ratio of CH4. However, the 

presence of unburned methane in the exhausts of natural gas vehicles represents a major drawback 

because of its high global warming potential (GWP). At present the most common strategy for the 

abatement of methane emissions is catalytic combustion. Ceramic monoliths coated with palladium 

and platinum based catalysts are recognized to be the most promising materials for this purpose. 

However, these noble metals present major drawbacks which could limit their use in real 

applications. Despite its high activity under lean conditions, palladium is very sensitive to the 

presence of water or sulfur in the exhausts, which may lead to catalyst deactivation. On the other 

hand the performance of sulfur resistant platinum based catalysts is limited under lean conditions 

due to oxygen inhibition. In this context, gaining further understanding in the mechanisms of CH4 

oxidation promotion, in the nature of the active sites and in the role played by noble metal-support 

interactions is mandatory to be able to design more active catalysts. 

In this work different strategies for the enhancement of low-temperature catalytic activity 

towards methane oxidation were investigated over a commercial Ce-Zr promoted Pd-Rh/Al2O3 

catalyst and SiO2, Al2O3 and CeO2 supported Pt catalysts for NGVs applications.  

The behavior of a commercial Ce-Zr promoted Pd-Rh/Al2O3 catalyst for the abatement of 

methane from the exhausts of NGVs was studied under stationary stoichiometric (λ = 1.00) and 

lean (λ = 1.02) conditions in the presence of large amounts of water. In both cases, after prolonged 

exposure to the reaction mixture catalyst deactivation is observed. The introduction of rich pulses 

(λ = 0.98) in a constant lean feed gas (λ = 1.02) results in the stabilization of catalytic 

performances. The performance of a specular experiment, i.e. the introduction of lean pulses (λ = 

1.02) in a constant rich feed gas (λ = 0.98), evidences that a higher methane conversion is obtained 

under stationary reducing than stoichiometric or oxidizing conditions. Besides, the analysis of 

reactants conversion and products distribution suggests that different chemistries are involved 

under lean and rich conditions. Total oxidation reactions mainly occur under excess of oxygen, 

whereas under rich conditions NO reduction, CH4 steam reforming and water gas shift also occur. 

Forced oscillations of gas composition around stoichiometry were also performed by periodically 
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switching the feed from slightly rich to slightly lean compositions with different oscillation 

amplitudes (±0.01, ±0.02 and ±0.03). The cycle average methane conversions are more stable and 

higher than those obtained working under stationary stoichiometric conditions, proving that the 

perturbation of the feed gas composition by periodic oscillations around stoichiometry is an 

effective strategy for the enhancement of methane combustion over this catalyst. Since a markedly 

higher CH4 conversion is observed at λ = 0.98 than at λ = 0.97, when oxygen is absent, O2 should 

plays a major role in CH4 oxidation under slightly rich operations. The formation of a more active 

mixed PdO/Pd° state, possibly promoted by the presence of Ce-Zr mixed oxides, might be 

responsible for both the higher CH4 conversion observed during the rich than in the lean phase and 

the stabilization of catalytic performances under periodic rich pulses. 

On the basis of the analogy between SO2 and NO oxidation on Pt based catalysts and 

SOx/NOx storage properties of the support materials, sulfur promoted and NOx assisted low-

temperature methane oxidation were studied by comparing silica, alumina and ceria supported 

platinum catalysts with the purpose to gain further understanding on the mechanisms of methane 

oxidation promotion. Transient flow-reactor and DRIFTS experiments in presence/absence of SO2 

and NOx show that the catalytic activity is strongly dependent on the nature of the support material. 

An inhibiting effect is observed in presence of SO2 on the Pt/silica sample, due to a competition 

between CH4 and SO2 adsorption on the same active sites as a first step for the respective 

subsequent oxidation reactions. An inhibition effect is observed also upon exposure to NO2 at low 

temperature, likely due to a self-poisoning effect by oxygen from NO2 disproportion. These results 

evidence that methane oxidation occurs exclusively on platinum sites for the silica supported 

platinum. On the contrary, the oxidation of methane is promoted over Pt/alumina in presence of 

SO2 via formation of sulfates at the noble metal-support interface, which work as highly active sites 

for methane dissociation. The promoting effect is partially lost after sulfur exposure due to 

migration of some ad-SOx species from interfacial locations to the support. The importance of 

interfacial active sites in the promotion mechanism is confirmed by the temporary enhancement of 

methane conversion observed when introducing NOx in the feed gas at 500°C. Similarly, the 

formation of new active sites in the form of a polarized couple (Ptδ+ NO3
δ-) is suggested. As soon as 

methane has been dissociated, a reaction with unstable interfacial nitrates readily occurs releasing 

NO in the gas phase and producing CO2. The latter can form carbonates at the interface, which are 

likely responsible for long-term catalyst deactivation after NOx exposure by blockage of the active 

sites at platinum-alumina boundaries. Finally, exposing Pt/ceria to SO2 (or NO2) leads to a 

temporary promotion of the methane oxidation, once again via formation of sulfates (or nitrates) at 

the noble metal-support interface. Since ceria may contribute to the overall oxidation kinetics via 

spillover processes, the promoting effect observed on Pt/ceria is stronger than on Pt/alumina. The 

long-term deactivation after sulfur exposure might be due to the blockage of the oxygen mobility 
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and the active sites on ceria by nearly complete sulfation (surface and bulk) of the support. 

Similarly, catalyst deactivation after NOx exposure is likely induced by the migration of 

carbonates, readily formed after reaction of nitrates with dissociated methane, from the surface to 

the bulk of ceria.  

To conclude, this thesis shows that both periodic oscillations of gas composition around 

stoichiometry and the introduction of co-adsorbates on the catalyst surface are effective methods to 

enhance low-temperature methane oxidation over noble metal supported catalysts. In Paper 1 

evidences of a correlation between the improvements under periodic operation and catalyst redox 

mechanism are found. Thus, the concentration of oxygen under reducing condition has been 

disclosed to be an important parameter which cannot be neglected when using a closed loop 

lambda control system. Paper 2 and 3 demonstrate that the choice of the support material on the 

basis of its adsorption proprieties and its ability to interact with the noble metal is also crucial in the 

design of more active catalysts. As a more general conclusion, further understanding in the nature 

of the active sites and on the mechanisms of low-temperature methane oxidation promotion can be 

useful for both the design of more active catalysts and the development of more effective operating 

strategies. 
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Abstract  

The behaviour of a commercial Ce-Zr promoted Pd-Rh/Al2O3 catalyst for the abatement of methane 
from the exhausts of natural gas vehicles (NGVs) is studied in presence of large amounts of water 
under both stationary conditions and by periodically switching from lean to rich feed. Under 
stationary conditions with both stoichiometric (λ = 1.00) and lean (λ = 1.02) feed catalyst, 
deactivation is observed after prolonged exposure to the reaction mixture. Periodic rich pulses in a 
constant lean feed gas result in the stabilization of catalytic performances. 

A higher methane conversion than that obtained with stoichiometric and lean feed mixtures is 
observed under rich conditions, during an experiment carried out by performing periodic lean pulses 
(λ = 1.02) in a constant rich feed gas (λ = 0.98). The analysis of reactant conversion and product 
distribution suggests that different chemistries are involved under lean and rich conditions. Only 
reactions of complete oxidation of H2, CO, CH4 and NO occur under excess of oxygen, whereas 
under rich conditions NO reduction, CH4 steam reforming and water gas shift also occur. 

The effect of symmetric oscillation of the exhausts composition around stoichiometry is also 
addressed by periodically switching from slightly rich to slightly lean composition with different 
oscillation amplitudes (=±0.01; ±0.02; ±0.03). Higher and more stable methane conversion 
performances are obtained than those observed under constant λ operations. The presence of a more 
active mixed PdO/Pd° state is suggested to explain the enhancement of catalytic performances. 

 

Keywords: Natural gas vehicle, methane oxidation, Pd-Rh based catalyst, periodic operation 
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1. Introduction 

 

Natural gas vehicles (NGVs) have been introduced in the market since a long time. However, at 
present the low number of filling stations and the problems related to the storage of gaseous fuels 
limit their diffusion. Nevertheless, the use of compressed natural gas (CNG) in automotive 
applications is of wide interest primarily for the need to diversify energy sources and for the large 
worldwide resources of natural gas. Besides, NGVs represent a “green” alternative to gasoline and 
diesel engines because of the very low sulfur content and the reduced NOx and particulate emissions 
when operating under lean conditions. Furthermore CH4 (which is the main component of NG 
exhausts) has the highest hydrogen content, which allows achieving a reduction of CO2 per MJ 
emissions with respect to other hydrocarbon fuels. However, the abatement of unburned methane, 
which constitutes about 90% by volume of NG, still remains a demanding challenge in view of the 
100 mg/km limit introduced in EU5/EU6 regulations for total hydrocarbon (THC), since the 
methane molecule is very stable and requires high temperatures to be oxidized.  

Stoichiometric and lean burn combustion systems are commonly used in NGV, working 
respectively with a stoichiometric mixture of fuel and air and with an excess of oxygen [1].  The 
lean-burn technology guarantees an efficient fuel use and a reduction of CH4 emissions in 
comparison with stoichiometric engines. However it requires complex aftertreatment systems 
usually composed of a first catalyst for the oxidation of carbon containing compounds followed by 
a second catalyst for NOx reduction. On the contrary, the aftertreatment systems of the exhausts 
from stoichiometric engines are simpler, relying predominately on three-way catalysts (TWCs) 
technology adapted from gasoline applications. In both lean and stoichiometric systems noble 
metals are employed as active components, among which Pd is predominantly used due to its high 
activity in CH4 oxidation [2,3]. It is well known in the literature that the oxidation state of 
palladium plays a major role on CH4 oxidation activity of Pd catalysts [4].  Accordingly 
periodically oscillating lean/rich conditions, which are intrinsic in operation of TWCs and can be 
forced in operation strategies of lean systems [5], may seriously affect the emission abatement 
performances. 

Although a large number of papers have been devoted to the study of TWCs under periodic 
operation, there is no agreement between the results: both improvements [6-10] and negative effect 
[11-13] in hydrocarbon conversion were found when working under oscillating conditions. 
However most of them refer to the exhausts of gasoline vehicles, largely represented by 
hydrocarbons of high molecular weight, which are relatively easy to oxidize, whereas only a few 
studies are devoted to periodic operation in the exhausts of NGVs [10]. 

In this work the activity of a commercial Ce-Zr promoted Pd-Rh/Al2O3 honeycomb catalyst was 
studied under stationary stoichiometric and lean conditions in presence of large amounts of water. 
The effect of periodic rich pulses in a constant lean gas mixture and periodic lean pulses in a 
constant rich gas mixture was also investigated. Symmetric oscillations of gas composition around 
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stoichiometry were also performed by periodically switching the feed from slightly rich to slightly 
lean compositions with different oscillation amplitudes. 

 

2. Experimental 

 

2.1. Catalyst  

 

A commercial Pd-Rh based catalyst developed by Ecocat in the form of a 400 CPSI/6 mils 
washcoated ceramic honeycomb containing 7.1 g/l of Pd:Rh (39:1 of loading) has been used in this 
study. The washcoat material content referred to the geometric area of the catalyst is 50 g/m2. The 
catalyst coating consists of layered washcoat mainly containing stabilized Al2O3.  In addition, Ce-Zr 
mixed oxide (Zr/Ce = 3.5) were used to improve the oxygen storage capacity (OSC) of the catalyst 
and transition metal compounds were used as stabilizers and promoters. The catalyst was prepared 
by mixing the washcoat materials with precursor salts in a water slurry and then coating to a layered 
structure.  

 

2.2. Experimental setup 

 

The experimental rig for reaction tests consists of 5 lines for the individual feeding of a multifuel 
mixture (composed of 3%vol. CH4, 12%vol. CO, 2%vol. H2 in N2), nitrogen monoxide (1.535%vol. 
NO in N2), air, carbon dioxide and nitrogen, all coming from cylinders. Each feed line is equipped 
with a programmable Brooks Instruments mass flow controller. Furthermore, a HPLC 
pump/evaporator system is used to feed H2O. H2O concentration was continuously monitored by 
means of a humidity sensor (Vaisala HUMICAPP – HMT334).  

The desired lambda values were obtained by stepwise variations of oxygen concentration, according 
to the following expression derived from stoichiometric mass balances on a natural gas engine [14]: 
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(1) 

where yi is the molar fraction of i species. 

The individual gas streams were mixed, together with steam, immediately upstream the reaction 
section, where the lambda value was monitored by an ETAS LA4-4.9 Lambda Meter.  

A standard feed gas mixture, representative of the typical exhausts composition from stoichiometric 
CNG [15], was used, consisting of 0.15 vol.% CH4, 0.6 vol.% CO, 0.1 vol.% H2, 0.13 vol.% NO, 
0.58 vol.% O2, 10 vol.% H2O, 10.7 vol.% CO2 and balance N2 (see Tab. 1). 
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6x6 channels catalyst samples with a length of 1.3 cm and total volume of 0.832 cm3 were cut from 
the central part of the commercial catalyst and tested as detailed below. The total gas flow was 700 
cm3/min at NTP in all the experiments, corresponding to a gas hourly space velocity (GHSV) of 
50000 h-1 referred to the honeycomb catalyst volume. 

The monolithic sample was placed inside a stainless steel tubular reactor (Fig. 1) externally heated by 
an oven. The upstream section of the reactor is filled by quartz spheres (2.6 mm of diameter) to 
allow complete mixing and preheating of gas feed. The sample was wrapped by a quartz wool tape 
and located in a properly designed holder to avoid by-pass phenomena.  

A sliding thermocouple was inserted into one of the central channels of the monolith for the 
measurement of the axial gas temperature profile during the experiments. A second thermocouple 
was located immediately before the entrance of the monolith sample. A good reproducibility of the 
axial temperature profiles measured during steady state at the same experimental conditions was 
observed. Moreover, the axial profiles show a smooth maximum close to inlet section, likely 
associated with fast consumption of CO (and H2) which were completely converted at all the 
investigated temperatures. Overall temperature differences along the catalyst bed are within 10-
15°C, i.e. much lower than the overall adiabatic temperature raise (92°C) of full reactants 
conversion, indicating that temperature effects are kept limited thanks to strong heat dispersion due 
to the small size of the catalyst sample. In the following, unless differently specified, monolith 
temperatures refer to the value measured by the sliding thermocouple immediately after the catalyst 
entrance.  

The analysis of inlet and outlet gas composition was periodically accomplished using a Micro GC 
(3000 A, Agilent Technologies) equipped by TCD detectors, a Molecular Sieve 5 Å column for 
separation of N2, H2, O2, CH4 and CO (Ar carrier) and a Plot Q column for separation of CO2 and 
H2O.  Furthermore, a UV spectrometer (ABB Limas-11HW) was installed for the continuous 
analysis of NO, NO2 and NH3. This was followed by a condenser for the abatement of NH3 and 
water and by a series of gas analysers (ABB A02020) for continuous monitoring of H2, O2, CH4, 
CO and CO2 outlet concentrations during testing under dynamic conditions. In particular, the 
analysis of H2, O2 and CH4-CO-CO2 was performed by using a thermal conductivity analyser (ABB 
Caldos-17), a paramagnetic analyser (ABB Magnos-106) and an IR spectrometer (ABB Uras-14), 
respectively. A periodic calibration was performed by means of sample gas with composition close 
to the feed one. The accuracy of the continuous gas analysers was within 0.25% and 1% of the 
calibration span gas. All the output of the analysers have been synchronized by taking into account 
the characteristic delay of any specific instrument calculated by means of blank experiments with 
concentration steps. 

 

2.3. Catalytic activity tests 

 

Before starting an experimental campaign, each monolithic sample underwent a conditioning 
treatment (degreening) in a stoichiometric flow mixture for 5h @ Toven = 600°C.  
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After degreening, nearly isothermal experiments were carried out under stationary stoichiometric (λ 
= 1.00) and lean (λ = 1.02) conditions. During this type of experiment the reaction mixture was fed 
to the reactor after preheating the oven at 200°C in order to avoid water condensation; then the 
heating of the catalyst was accomplished under the reaction mixture, until reaching an almost 
stationary temperature (Toven = 450°C). This temperature was kept constant for at least 30 minutes, 
during which the activity was recorded. This procedure was repeated after several hours of time on 
stream, to check the activity of the catalyst after prolonged exposure to the reaction mixture at 
different conditions. 

The same procedure was adopted over a fresh catalyst sample to perform tests under both periodic 
pulses and symmetric oscillating λ conditions at an almost stationary oven temperature (450°C). 
Periodic pulses were accomplished by performing every 5 minutes 10 seconds long rich (or lean) 
pulses (λ = 0.98 and 1.02, respectively) on a stationary lean (or rich) feed gas mixture (λ = 1.02 and 
0.98, respectively), as shown in Fig. 2a and b. Lambda changes were obtained by switching the O2 
concentration from 0.20% (λ = 0.98) to 0.95% (λ = 1.02).  

As regarding the symmetric oscillating experiments, lambda oscillation amplitudes around 
stoichiometry between ±0.01 and ±0.03 at constant cycle period (60 s) have been investigated (Fig. 
2c). λ oscillations were obtained by periodically switching the set point of the oxygen mass flow 
controller, to values corresponding to an oxygen concentration oscillating between 0.38-0.76 vol.% 
(λ = 1±0.01), 0.2-0.95 vol.% (λ = 1±0.02) and 0-1.14 vol.% (λ = 1±0.03), respectively. The changes 
in the oxygen concentration were compensated by simultaneously switching N2 feed flow, so that a 
constant total gas flow of 700 cm3/min was maintained during periodic operations. 

A sequence of experiments at different temperatures (in the range 200-550°C) was also performed 
under stationary rich conditions (λ = 0.967, absence of both O2 and NO). The reaction mixture was 
fed to the reactor after preheating the oven at 200°C, and then the reaction temperature was kept 
constant at 200°C for the time needed to reach a steady state outlet composition (30 min). Then, the 
catalyst was heated by imposing an increase of 50°C (10°C/min heating rate) in the oven 
temperature until a new steady state was reached. This procedure was repeated by imposing 50°C 
temperature steps until reaching a maximum oven temperature of 550°C. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

 

3.1. Testing under stationary lean and stoichiometric conditions 

 

The methane combustion activity of the commercial Ce-Zr promoted Pd-Rh/Al2O3 catalyst 
provided by Ecocat was measured in a nearly isothermal experiment performed at stationary λ = 
1.00 and Toven = 450°C; this corresponds to a measured temperature just after the monolith entrance 
of about 470°C, in view of the exothermicity of the reactions. CH4 conversion is plotted as a 
function of time in Fig. 3. A decrease in CH4 conversion is observed, passing from 52 to 43% after 
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30 min. Furthermore, after prolonged exposure to the reaction mixture (11.5 hours of operation at 
different temperatures), the same experiment at λ = 1.00 and Toven = 450°C was repeated and 15% 
of methane conversion was registered, which proves that the deactivation process went on to a 
significant extent. 

A similar experiment was performed under stationary slightly lean conditions (λ = 1.02). The 
results, reported on the same figure (Fig. 3), show again a decrease in CH4 conversion, even if 
minor, passing from 62 to 59% after 30 min. Moreover, after prolonged exposure to the lean 
reaction mixture (90 hours of operation at different temperatures), methane conversion stabilizes 
around 10%, showing that the deactivation process proceeded as well under lean conditions to a 
significant extent. 

It is worth to note that when working under lean conditions a higher activity for methane oxidation 
is obtained in comparison with the stoichiometric case (Fig. 3). This effect is likely ascribable to a 
positive effect of oxygen concentration when working close to stoichiometric conditions [10]. 

The decay in methane conversion observed at λ = 1.00 could be explained by reduction of 
palladium oxide due to the low oxygen partial pressure. In fact, the active form of palladium for low 
temperature oxidation of methane is considered to be either the oxide or a mixture of oxide and 
metal [16-18], as also confirmed by more recent EXAFS studies [19,20]. However, the reduction of 
palladium oxide in a stoichiometric atmosphere is unlikely since the catalyst contains oxygen 
storage materials which can act as oxygen buffer.  

Furthermore, catalyst deactivation is also observed under excess of oxygen, as shown by the data 
collected at λ = 1.02, when a substantial reduction of palladium can be reasonably excluded. 

Different mechanisms have been proposed in literature to explain the deactivation under stationary 
lean wet conditions over Pd-based catalysts, all invoking a negative effect of H2O. Cullis et al. [21] 
attributed the deactivation to the formation of inactive Pd(OH)2. Along similar lines Ciuparu et al. 
[22-25] by isotopic studies and FTIR measurements evidenced the formation of strongly bound 
hydroxyls from methane dissociation during combustion reaction over Pd based catalysts. Thus, 
assuming that the first H abstraction occurs on a Pd-O pair, the origin of catalyst deactivation could 
be the blockage of the first H abstraction by stable surface hydroxyls. Finally, a different 
explanation was provided by Monteiro et al. [26] who associated the deactivation in the presence of 
water with the surface smoothening of PdO crystallites after reaction in excess of O2, in line with 
previous literature suggestion [17,27]: the consequent decrease of active surface could account for 
catalyst deactivation. 

 
In order to check the reversibility of the observed catalyst deactivation, an experiment was designed 
in view of a recent work by Arosio et al. [28,29] where deactivation due to exposure to H2O 
containing atmosphere was completely reversed upon reduction/oxidation cycles of Pd particles. 
The experiment was performed at an oven temperature of 450°C by carrying out a 10 s rich pulse 
after one hour of time on stream under constant lean conditions: CH4 conversion is reported in Fig. 
4. An appreciable deactivation is observed during the first hour of time on stream (from 62% to 
58% of CH4 conversion), whereas after the rich pulses the methane conversion is carried back to its 
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initial value, which proved that the deactivation process is reversible under periodic rich pulses due 
either to decomposition of Pd(OH)2 [28] and/or to roughening of the newly formed PdO surface 
[26].  

 

3.2. Effect of periodic lambda variations during lean-rich operation 

 

An experiment was carried on over the Pd/Rh-based catalyst at an oven temperature of 450°C by 
performing periodic 10 s long rich pulses (λ = 0.98) every 5 minutes in a stationary lean feed gas 
mixture (λ = 1.02). Experimental results in terms of CH4 conversion, O2-H2-CO and NO-NO2-NH3 
outlet molar fractions are shown in Fig. 5a-c.  

Under lean conditions, after a minimum following each rich pulse (60%), CH4 conversion increases 
till approaching an asymptotic value around 64% (Fig. 5a) while H2 (Fig. 5b) and CO (not shown)  
are completely converted. Overall these data confirm the stabilization effect obtained by performing 
periodic rich pulses. It is also worth of note that about 45% of O2 is converted (Fig. 5b), whereas 
only a small fraction (20%) of NO is consumed, accompanied by NO2 formation (0.006%), while 
NH3 is not detected (Fig. 5c).  

Positive peaks in CH4 conversion appear during each rich pulse (see panel a) paralleled by negative 
peaks of O2 and NO outlet molar fraction. Simultaneously the appearance of small amounts of H2 

and NH3 occurs. It is worth noting that, since the characteristic time of the ABB gas analysers is 
higher than the pulse duration (10 s), the real changes in composition during rich pulses are wider 
than those shown in Fig. 5 a-c.  

In order to obtain a deeper insight into the behaviour of the catalyst under rich conditions an 
experiment was carried out at a Toven = 450°C by performing periodic 10 s long lean pulses (λ = 
1.02) every 5 minutes in a stationary rich feed gas mixture (λ = 0.98). Results in terms of CH4 
conversion, O2-H2-CO and NO-NO2-NH3 outlet molar fractions are shown in Fig. 5d- f.  

The catalyst undergoes deactivation during the stationary rich period, CH4 conversion decreasing 
from 85 to 81% (Fig. 5d), which is however significantly higher than conversion under lean and 
stoichiometric conditions, in line with previous results from Subramanian et al. [30]. Besides, it is 
worth noticing the presence of CO (0.054%) in the outlet mixture, together with a net production of 
H2 (0.472% vs. 0.1% fed, Fig. 5e) and NH3 (0.054%, Fig. 5f) under rich conditions. On the 
opposite, NO and O2 are completely consumed. The fact that H2 is not consumed, but is rather 
produced under rich conditions suggests that a different chemistry should be involved under an 
oxygen deficient atmosphere; steam reforming and water gas shift have to be considered in order to 
explain hydrogen formation, as it will be discussed in the following. During lean pulses negative 
peaks of CH4 conversion are observed while CO and H2 are almost completely converted, NH3 is 
absent and positive peaks of NO and O2 are detected.  

The different product distributions observed under lean and rich conditions could be explained as 
follows. For λ = 1.02 all the converted CH4, CO and H2 react with oxygen according to the 
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stoichiometries of complete oxidation to CO2 and H2O. Besides, since a small fraction of the inlet 
NO is converted and NO2 is detected at the reactor outlet, NO is partially oxidized to NO2. 

On the opposite, under rich conditions NO is fully consumed, whereas CO is still present and a net 
production of H2 and NH3 is obtained. In order to explain the formation of NH3, the following 
stoichiometries could be proposed [31-34]: 

OHNHHNO 23225                                                                                                              (2) 

2322 2212 CONHOHHCONO                                                                                      (3) 

Since NH3 production is about 40% of NO consumption, the remaining fraction of NO could likely 
be reduced to N2 or N2O by H2, CO and CH4 [35,36].  

Finally the net production of hydrogen under fuel-rich conditions can be explained by the 
occurrence of steam reforming (SR) and water-gas shift (WGS) reactions: 

224 3HCOOHCH                                                                                                                   (4) 

222 HCOOHCO                                                                                                                     (5) 

 

3.3. Operations under symmetric periodic lambda oscillations 

 

In order to investigate the effect of periodic operation on methane conversion an experiment was 
performed at an oven temperature of 450°C with lambda symmetrically oscillating around the 
stoichiometric value (λ = 1 ± 0.02). A cycle period of 60 s has been used, so to avoid a significant 
dumping of oscillation measurements due to the characteristic times of the analysis system. The 
results of this experiment are reported in Fig. 6a, b and c in terms of CH4 conversion, O2-H2-CO 
and NO-NO2-NH3 outlet molar fractions, respectively. Oscillations in the CH4 conversion between 
58-88% and in the outlet molar fractions of O2 (0-0.480%), H2 (0-0.454%), CO (0-0.047%), NO (0-
0.106%), NO2 (0-0.006%) and NH3 (0-0.056%) were observed. It is worth noticing that the 
boundary values obtained during symmetric lambda oscillations for all the observed species are 
close to the values detected under rich and lean conditions in the periodic pulse experiments 
described above (see Fig. 5). 

Another experiment was performed at Toven = 450°C by changing every 40 minutes the amplitude of 
lambda oscillation (= ±0.01, ±0.02 and ±0.03) and by keeping a constant cycle period (t = 60 s). 
CH4 conversion trends are shown in Fig. 7a.  Marked oscillations in CH4 conversion are well 
evident with amplitude increasing with decreasing the extent of  variations. Calculated cycle 
average CH4 conversion and H2 and CO outlet molar fractions are reported in Fig. 7b. A maximum 
in average CH4 conversion (69%) is obtained working with an oscillation amplitude of ±0.02, a 
slightly lower value (64%) is measured for ∆λ = ±0.01, whereas a more pronounced decrease of 
CH4 conversion (56%) is observed for ∆λ = ±0.03. On the other hand, a linear increase in both H2 
and CO outlet molar fractions is observed while increasing the oscillation amplitude and a similar 
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trend is also observed for NH3 formation (not shown). It is worth to note that when operating with 
symmetric lambda oscillations around stoichiometry the cycle average methane conversions are 
more stable and higher than those obtained working under stationary stoichiometric (λ = 1.00) 
conditions (52%, see Fig. 3).  

In order to better clarify the phenomena occurring during periodic operations it can be useful to 
look into details the single lean/rich cycle in terms of both outlet mixture composition and monolith 
temperature measured just after the monolith entrance. Panels a, b and c of Fig. 8 report O2-H2-CO 
and CH4 outlet molar fractions and monolith temperature during periodic symmetric lambda 
oscillations for λ = 1 ± 0.01, λ = 1 ± 0.02 and λ = 1 ± 0.03, respectively. In the following analysis 
one should take into account that the characteristic time of the analysis system causes the smoothing 
of an original square signal, as it has been demonstrated by blank experiments.  

The inspection of the outlet gas composition shows that the oscillation amplitude of outlet O2, H2 
and CO concentration increases with the amplitude of lambda oscillation (top panels in Fig. 8). 
Oxygen is always antiphase with hydrogen and carbon monoxide; similarly NOx, which are in 
phase with O2, are antiphase with ammonia (not shown). It is worth noting that a delay in the 
oxygen outlet concentration is observed when passing from rich to lean conditions (e.g. at 330 s in 
Fig. 8b, top panel). Similarly a delay in the H2 and CO outlet concentrations occurs when passing 
from lean to rich (e.g. at 360 s in Fig. 8b, top panel).  

The observed delays can be explained considering that both palladium and ceria can undergo 
oxidation/reduction processes when switching forth and back from rich to lean mixtures. 

When passing from the lean to the rich atmosphere, reduction of PdO by H2, CO and CH4 can take 
place, according to the following reactions:  

OHPdHPdO 22                                                                                                                     (6) 

2COPdCOPdO                                                                                                                      (7) 

OHCOPdCHPdO 224 44                                                                                                   (8) 

Since reactions (6)-(8) are fast, it is likely that H2, CO and CH4 reduce the PdO particles in a 
shellwise manner according to a shrinking core mechanism [37,38]. Ce4+ → Ce3+  reduction is also 
possible, due to the higher redox potential of the couple than that of the Pd2+/Pd° couple [39]. 
However, ceria reduction is likely to occur via hydrogen dissociation on Pd and its successive 
spillover to the support [40,41], thus being a consecutive process with respect to reduction of 
palladium. Therefore, the observed delays in the H2 and CO outlet concentrations can be explained 
by the consumption of these reagents according to reactions (6) and (7)  immediately after the 
switch from lean to rich conditions. On the opposite, a delay in CH4 outlet concentration cannot be 
appreciated because methane is not completely consumed during the lean phase (Fig. 8, central 
panels). 

Similarly, when passing from the rich to the lean phase, metallic Pd is likely oxidized according to 
the following stoichiometry: 
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PdOOPd  221                                                                                                                           (9) 

where O2 could come directly from the gas phase [38,42] or from ceria lattice [43]. The occurrence 
of reaction (9), in concomitance with Ce3+ reoxidation [44], could therefore explain the observed 
delay in the O2 outlet concentration when switching from rich to lean conditions. 

Notice that this description could be even further complicated by the presence of a front of 
palladium (and cerium) oxidation/reduction along the axial coordinate of the monolithic sample 
during the lean/rich cycles [45].  

Surprisingly, in contrast with O2, H2 and CO, the oscillation amplitude of outlet CH4 concentration 
decreases on increasing the amplitude of lambda oscillation (Fig. 8, central panels).  

For λ = 1±0.01 when switching from rich to lean conditions, the CH4 outlet molar fraction increases 
until reaching a maximum value (0.081%), corresponding to a conversion minimum of 46%. Then, 
when passing from the lean to the rich phase, a nearly specular decrease in the methane 
concentration is observed until reaching a minimum value (0.013%), which corresponds to a 
conversion maximum of 91%. 

Similar trends of methane concentrations are observed for λ = 1±0.02, the boundary values for the 
lean and the rich phases being 0.073% and 0.023% (corresponding to 51% and 85% of CH4 
conversion), respectively.  

The dynamic of outlet CH4 concentration in the case of λ = 1±0.03 is more complex. A slight 
decrease is observed when switching from rich to lean conditions until reaching a value of 0.069% 
(corresponding to 54% CH4 conversion). On the other hand when passing from the lean to the rich 
phase the CH4 outlet concentration first decreases down to a minimum of 0.047% (corresponding to 
69% CH4 conversion) while CO and H2 concentration keeps at zero. Then CH4 concentration starts 
to increase up to a maximum of 0.077% (corresponding to 48% CH4 conversion), and H2 and CO 
are detected. Therefore the maximum and the minimum CH4 conversions are obtained at the 
beginning and at the end of the rich phase, respectively, whereas an intermediate value is reached 
during the lean phase. Since in this case oxygen is not present in the rich phase, the initial decrease 
in the CH4 outlet concentration is likely due to the occurrence of PdO reduction by CH4 according 
to reaction (8) along with reaction (6) and (7), which are responsible for complete CO and H2 
consumption.  

It is worth noting that the values of CH4 conversion reached during the lean phase increase with λ 
(46%, 51% and 54% at λ = 1.01, 1.02 and 1.03, respectively). In all the cases complete conversion 
of CO and H2 is achieved (top panels), and a similar monolith temperature (around 470°C) was 
measured at the end of the lean phase (bottom panels). This is in line with the effect of O2 on CH4 
conversion observed in the experiments at constant λ (Fig. 3), confirming that under lean 
conditions, but in proximity of the stoichiometric composition, CH4 combustion kinetics has a 
slightly positive reaction order in O2 concentration [10]. 

Also CH4 conversion levels reached during the rich phase markedly increase with λ (48%, 85% and 
91% at λ = 0.97, 0.98 and 0.99, respectively). However, when oscillating around stoichiometry with 
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limited λ variations (±0.01 and ±0.02), CH4 conversion obtained during the rich phase is markedly 
higher than during the lean one. A simple explanation for this behaviour could rely on palladium 
reduction during the rich phase, complete O2 (and NO) consumption by oxidation of H2 and CO 
followed by steam reforming of CH4 over Pd  metal, this latter reaction being faster than CH4 
combustion under oxidising conditions. But data obtained with larger λ oscillations (±0.03), when 
O2 is absent in the rich phase, show an opposite trend with higher CH4 conversion in the lean than 
in the rich phase. Such evidence seems to rule out the hypothesis of higher steam reforming activity 
under reducing conditions with respect to CH4 oxidation under oxidising conditions and suggests a 
major role of O2 in CH4 conversion even during the rich phase.  

However data interpretation could be biased by thermal effects. In fact inspection of bottom panels 
in Fig. 8 evidences that temperature measured inside the monolith at the end of the rich phase 
significantly increases with λ  (T = 448°C, 466°C and 476°C at λ = 0.97, 0.98 and 0.99, 
respectively). Such a trend is consistent with the overall exothermicity of the reaction process, 
which obviously increases with the O2 content and could explain the slightly different conversions 
observed at λ = 0.98 and 0.99. Noteworthy at λ = 0.97, i.e. in the absence of O2, the temperature is 
markedly lower than in the corresponding lean phase (Fig 8c, bottom panel), thus being partly 
responsible of the observed decrease of CH4 conversion when switching from lean to rich 
conditions.  

In order to obtain further evidences on the relevance of SR and WGS reactions over the Pd/Rh-
based catalyst, a sequence of tests was performed at different temperatures under stationary rich 
conditions (λ = 0.967) in the absence of both O2 and NO. Steady state values of CH4, CO and H2 
outlet molar fractions are reported in Fig. 9 versus the monolith temperature. A decrease in CO 
molar fraction is detected starting from 335°C, accompanied by an equimolar increase in H2 outlet 
concentration suggesting that WGS reaction occurs. A minimum of CO concentration (0.116%) is 
reached at 435°C, approaching thermodynamic equilibrium of WGS. It is worth noticing that at 
435°C also methane concentration starts to decrease due to the onset of steam reforming. At higher 
temperatures CO and H2 outlet molar fractions increase while CH4 is rapidly consumed indicating 
that steam reforming effectively occurs, being likely promoted by Ce-Zr oxide [39] and Rh [46], 
which are included in catalyst formulation. 

Interpolation of data of CH4 outlet concentration provides an estimate of about 0.014% at 448°C, 
corresponding to 24% of CH4 conversion, which is quite lower than 48% reached during the rich 
phase in symmetric periodic oscillation experiments with λ = 1 ± 0.03. This suggests a significant 
role of NO in CH4 conversion at λ = 0.97, likely involving Rh [46,47]. Similarly an estimate of 
0.083% in pure steam reforming conditions at 470°C is obtained, corresponding to 45% of CH4 
conversion, which is much lower than 85-90% achieved under rich conditions during symmetric 
periodic oscillation experiments with  λ= 1 ± 0.01 and λ = 1 ± 0.02, confirming that O2 plays a 
major role in CH4 conversion under slightly rich operations. 

A promoting role of O2 on CH4 conversion could be ascribed to the occurrence of direct combustion 
reaction, but this is unlikely due to competition with much more reactive CO and H2, which at 
λ=0.98 are present in a significant excess with respect to complete O2 (and NO) consumption.  
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Alternatively, the higher conversion values observed in the presence of O2 could be explained by 
the formation of a more active mixed PdO/Pd° state, possibly promoted by the presence of Ce-Zr-O, 
at least in the first section of the monolith bed where O2 has not been yet totally consumed. 
Although the discussion about which state of palladium, metallic [16,48-53] or oxide [17,54-61], is 
the most active towards CH4 combustion is still open, some evidences that the copresence of the 
two phases has a positive effect on the catalyst performance have been reported by several authors 
[4,18,62-64]. The presence of a more active mixed PdO/Pd° state rather than a fully oxidised one 
could be also responsible for the CH4 conversion enhancement observed when switching from the 
lean to the rich phase at small  amplitude and of stabilisation of performances by periodic 
reducing pulses during stationary lean operation.  

 

4. Conclusions 

 

The performances of a commercial Ce-Zr promoted Pd-Rh/Al2O3 catalyst have been studied under 
both stationary and periodically switching lean/rich conditions. 

Results show that operations under stationary lambda conditions lead to progressive decrease of 
CH4 conversion. Activity can be recovered by performing periodic rich pulses in a stationary lean 
feed gas mixture. 

Higher and more stable average methane conversions than those obtained under constant λ (lean 
and stoichiometric) operations are reached when performing symmetric λ oscillations around 
stoichiometry. It is suggested that the higher conversion performances observed during oscillating 
conditions could be ascribable to the presence of a more active mixed PdO/Pd° state, but further 
spectroscopic investigations are needed to provide evidence about this picture.  
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Tab. 1 - Standard mixture composition.
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Fig. 1 - Stainless steel reactor. 
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Fig. 2 - Periodic pulses experiments accomplished by performing every 5 minutes a) 10 seconds 
long rich pulses (λ = 0.98) on a stationary lean feed gas mixture (λ = 1.02) and b) 10 seconds long 

lean pulses (λ = 1.02) on a stationary rich feed gas mixture (λ = 0.98). c) Symmetric oscillating 
experiments: cycle periods of 60 s and lambda oscillation amplitudes between ±0.01 and ±0.03. 
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Fig. 3 - Comparison between CH4 conversions under stationary lean  (λ=1.02) and stoichiometric 
(λ=1.00) feed gas mixture, (Toven = 450°C). 
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Fig. 4 - Effect of a rich pulse (λ = 0.98) on CH4 conversions under stationary lean (λ = 1.02) feed 
gas mixture (Toven = 450°C). 
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Fig. 5 - Periodic rich pulses (λ = 0.98, 10 s long every 5 min) on a stationary lean feed gas mixture 
(λ = 1.02): a) CH4 conversion, b) O2-H2-CO and c) NO-NO2-NH3 outlet molar fractions. Periodic 
lean pulses (λ = 1.02, 10 s long every 5 min) on a stationary rich feed gas mixture (λ = 0.98): d) 

CH4 conversion, e) O2-H2-CO and f) NO-NO2-NH3 outlet molar fractions. 
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Fig. 6 - Symmetric λ oscillations (λ = 1 ± 0.02, t = 60 s): a) CH4 conversion, b) O2-H2-CO and c) 
NO-NO2-NH3 outlet molar fractions. 
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Fig. 7 - Periodic symmetric λ oscillations at Toven = 450°C with constant cycle period (t = 60 s) and 
different oscillation amplitude (±0.01, ±0.02 and ±0.03): a) CH4 conversion as function of time and 

b) cycle average CH4 conversion and H2 and CO molar fractions as function of the oscillation 
amplitude. 
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Fig. 8 - Outlet molar fractions of CO-O2-H2 and CH4 and monolith temperature during a single 
lean/rich cycle: a) λ = 1 ± 0.01, b) λ = 1 ± 0.02 and c) λ = 1 ± 0.03 (t = 60 s, Toven = 450°C). 
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Fig. 9 – CH4, CO and H2 outlet molar fractions in function of the monolith temperature during a 
temperature step experiment in stationary conditions without O2 and NO (λ = 0.967). 
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Abstract

The promoting effect of SO2 on the activity for methane oxidation over platinum
supported on silica, alumina and ceria has been studied by flow-reactor and in situ
infrared spectroscopy experiments under transient inlet gas conditions. The catalytic
activity is clearly dependent on the support material and the noble metal-support
interactions both in absence and presence of sulfur. On platinum, the competitive
reactant adsorption favors oxygen dissociation such that oxygen self-poisoning is
observed for Pt/silica and Pt/alumina. Contrarily for Pt/ceria, the sensitivity to-
wards high oxygen concentration is less pronounced and also, additional reaction
channels via sites on the platinum-ceria boundary and/or ceria surface considerably
far from the Pt crystallites seem to be present. Upon addition of sulfur dioxide,
the methane oxidation is inhibited for Pt/silica, enhanced for Pt/alumina and tem-
porarily enhanced followed by long-term deactivation for Pt/ceria. The observations
are discussed in terms of competitive oxidation of SO2 and CH4 on Pt/silica, forma-
tion of new active sites at the noble metal-support interface promoting dissociative
adsorption of methane on Pt/alumina and in the case of Pt/ceria formation of
promoting surface sulfates followed by formation of deactivating bulk-like sulfate
species.

Key words: Environmental catalysis; Promoted surface processes; Methane
dissociation; In situ infrared spectroscopy; Nanoparticles; Platinum; Silica;
Alumina; Ceria
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1 Introduction

The growing need to diversify energy sources motivates the development of gas
engines to utilize the huge worldwide natural gas resources for transportation
purposes. By replacing common fuels like gasoline and diesel with natural
gas, typically containing 90-95% of CH4, a net reduction of CO2 emissions can
be achieved due to the low C/H ratio of methane. Furthermore, this would
also stimulate the production and use of biogas, which is a renewable non-
fossil fuel. Despite these advantages there are still environmental challenges
that need to be met. For example the levels of unburned methane present
in the exhausts, typically up to 1000 ppm, must be lowered to comply with
emission legislations. One preferred technology for emission control is catalytic
aftertreatment of the exhausts. In the present case this is, however, especially
difficult as methane is highly stable and thus difficult to catalytically activate
for further reactions at the low temperatures representative of modern engine
exhausts. Thus, catalytic concepts and technologies for efficient oxidation of
methane at low temperatures need to be developed.

Generally, the rate-limiting step for methane oxidation is considered to be the
abstraction of the first hydrogen in the dissociative adsorption of methane
[1]. Therefore, catalysts that can dissociate methane readily are usually also
efficient for total methane oxidation. The most active elements for total oxida-
tion of methane presently known are the noble metals [2]. Supported palladium
catalysts show the highest activity for methane oxidation at low temperatures
in oxygen excess [3,4]. Unfortunately, palladium based catalysts may suffer
from deactivation by sulfur containing compounds forming relatively stable
palladium sulfates [5,6]. Furthermore, the presence of water, even the small
amounts formed in the methane oxidation reaction under otherwise dry con-
ditions [7], has been considered to inhibit the catalytic reaction [5,8]. This has
been attributed to hydration of the palladium surfaces [9]. On the contrary,
platinum is less sensitive towards these poisons [5] but instead the overall
activity is generally lower for Pt than for Pd under oxygen excess due to
oxygen self-poisoning [4,10,11] and/or oxide formation on the Pt crystallites
inhibiting the methane dissociation [11,14,15]. However, the inhibiting effect
by oxygen on platinum can be circumvented by transient operation of the feed
gas stoichiometry [12–16].

It has been shown that sulfur dioxide can promote the methane oxidation over
platinum supported on alumina [17,18] and more recently also for platinum
supported on ceria [19]. A similar promotional effect for propane oxidation
over Pt/alumina has been observed in several studies [20–26] as well as for

∗ Corresponding author.
Email address: per-anders.carlsson@chalmers.se (Per-Anders Carlsson).
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Ce0.67Zr0.33O2 [27] and Pt(111) [28]. In the case of Pt/ceria, Kylhammar et al.
[19] observed a promotional effect between 300 and 450◦C under lean (large
oxygen excess) conditions, although as a function of time on stream the pro-
moting effect diminish and instead the methane oxidation becomes inhibited.
On the basis of in situ infrared spectroscopy experiments it was shown that
introduction of SO2 results in an immediate formation of sulfate species on ce-
ria that is accompanied by a corresponding instantaneous increase in methane
conversion. The results were discussed in terms of both breakage of oxygen self-
poisoning/platinum oxides, effectively leading to a higher number of methane
dissociation sites on Pt, and sulfate formation on ceria sites close to plat-
inum that electronically can modify the platinum sites and/or form new sites
at the noble metal-support interface. Such sites were considered to polarize
the C-H bond in methane facilitating the dissociative adsorption. Interest-
ingly, the spectroscopic analysis shows that despite the lean conditions, the
ceria is reduced upon SO2 exposure, indicating that oxidation of ceria with
gas phase oxygen is kinetically hindered and that sulfate formation also may
block spillover of oxygen that otherwise would oxidize the ceria. However,
the mechanisms behind the promoting effect seem even more complex. For
example, oxygen spillover can decrease the oxygen coverage and/or induce re-
arrangement of adsorbates on the platinum surface and thereby facilitate the
dissociative adsorption of methane on Pt. Thus sulfation of sites located at the
noble metal-support boundary as creation of new sites may not solely explain
the observed promoting effect but also may influence the reaction dynamics,
especially processes related to spillover. The latter, for example, was proposed
to lead to a settled oxygen dynamics in the platinum-ceria system, which can
explain the long-term poisoning effect of sulfur.

Here we study of the role of the support material and the noble metal-support
interaction in sulfur promoted low-temperature oxidation of methane over
platinum based catalysts. This is realized through a comparative study of the
correlation between the promoted methane oxidation and catalyst sulfation
using different catalytic systems i.e., platinum supported on silica, alumina
and ceria, each having significantly different affinity towards sulfate formation.

2 Experimental section

2.1 Catalyst preparation and characterization

Three types of supported platinum catalysts with a Pt loading of 4 wt.-% were
prepared by impregnation of SiO2 (Kromasil Silica KR-300-10, Akzo Nobel
Eka Chemicals), Al2O3 (Puralox SBa 200, Sasol) and CeO2 (99.5 H.S.A. 514,
Rhône-Poulenc) that first were pretreated in air at 600◦C for 4 hours. Each
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support was dispersed in an aqueous solution consisting of distilled water and
tetraammineplatinum(II)nitrate ((NH3)4Pt(NO3)2, Alfa Aesar GmbH & Co.
KG). For the Pt/ceria samples, the impregnation was carried out in three
steps as to obtain the desired Pt loading. In order to increase the interaction
between the platinum complex and the support, the pH of the solution was
adjusted by NH4OH addition taking into account the isoelectric point of each
oxide [29]. The obtained slurry was then stirred for 20 minutes, frozen with
liquid nitrogen and freeze-dried for 12 h. The resulting powder was finally
calcined in air at 550◦C for one hour (heating rate of 5◦C/min).

Using the BET method for P/P0 = 0.05-0.20, the specific surface area for the
Pt/silica, Pt/alumina and Pt/ceria samples were calculated to be 117, 173
and 156 m2/g, respectively. The Pt particle sizes of the different samples were
studied by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The TEM samples were
prepared by morting the catalysts in an agate mortar. The catalysts were put
on holey carbon film TEM grids. The particles were imaged using an FEI
Titan 80-300 TEM with a probe Cs (spherical abberation) corrector operated
at 300 kV and using a high angle annular dark field (HAADF) scanning TEM
imaging mode providing Z number contrast. The electron probe size used for
these studies was about 0.2 nm.

Monolithic samples were prepared by immersing cordierite monoliths (∅ =
13 mm, length = 15 mm, 400 cpsi, Corning Inc.) in a water slurry consist-
ing of the catalyst powder and a binder. For the Pt/silica, Pt/alumina and
Pt/ceia powder samples, colloidal silica (Bindzil, AkzoNobel Eka Chemicals),
boehmite (Disperal P2, Sasol Germany GmbH) and colloidal ceria (Nyacol
CeO2(Ac), Nyacol Nano Technologies), respectively, was used as binder. The
coated monoliths were then dried in air at 90◦C for 10 min and calcined at
600◦C for 2 min also in air. This procedure was repeated until 200 mg of coat-
ing was attached to each sample. Finally, the samples were calcined in air at
550◦C for one hour (heating rate of 5◦C/min).

2.2 Experimental equipment for catalytic studies

2.2.1 Continuous gas-flow reactor system

All experiments with monolith samples were performed using a continuous
gas-flow reactor consisting of a horizontal quartz tube (∅ = 15 mm, length
= 600 mm) surrounded by a metal coil (Kanthal) for resistive heating of the
gas flow and the sample (effective heating length = 450 mm). The coil was
insulated with quartz wool (SUPERWOOL 607 HT, Thermal Ceramics) and
an outer layer of aluminum foil. In order to reduce axial temperature gra-
dients, the sample was placed in the isothermal zone of the reactor between
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two blank cordierite monoliths functioning as heat radiation shields [30]. The
monoliths were of the same size (∅ = 13 mm, length = 15 mm, 400 cpsi)
and separated by smaller cordierite monoliths (3x3 channels, length = 5 mm,
400 cpsi). The inlet gas temperature was measured by one fixed thermocouple
(k-type, Pentronic), placed in the central channel of the upstream cordierite
monolith 12 mm from the catalyst front, and controlled with a PID regula-
tor (Eurotherm 3508). The temperatures in the sample monolith and in the
two downstream cordierite monoliths were measured by individual thermo-
couples. The gas composition, i.e., CH4, O2, SO2 and Ar flows, was composed
by individual mass flow controllers (Bronkhorst LOW-∆P-FLOW) and finally
introduced to the reactor via three air actuated four-way pulse valves (Valco,
VICI), which allows for rapid changes of the feed composition. The outlet gas
composition was analyzed by mass spectrometry (Airsense Compact, V&F).
The ion-molecule reaction (IMR) method [31,32] was used to follow the mass
to charge ratio (m/z) 64 (SO2) using xenon for ionization, whereas m/z 2 (H2),
15 (CH4), 18 (H2O), 28 (CO), 32 (O2 and S), 33 (HS), 44 (CO2) and 48 (SO)
were measured through the electron impact (EI) method.

2.2.2 In situ Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy system

The in situ infrared Fourier transformed (FTIR) spectroscopy measurements
were performed with powder samples in diffuse reflectance mode (DRIFT)
using a Bio-Rad FTS6000 spectrometer equipped with a high-temperature
reaction cell (Harrick Scientific, Praying Mantis) and an MCT detector. The
temperature of the sample holder was measured with a thermocouple (k-type)
and controlled with a PID regulator (Eurotherm 2416). Individual mass flow
controllers (Bronkhorst LOW-∆P-FLOW) were used to introduce the gases.
Moreover, to facilitate precise transients, the SO2 feed was introduced via an
air actuated high-speed gas valve (Valco, VICI). The outlet gas composition
was analyzed by mass spectrometry (Balzers QuadStar 420) following the m/z
2 (H2), 15 (CH4), 18 (H2O), 28 (CO), 32 (O2 and S), 40 (Ar), 44 (CO2), 48
(SO), and 64 (SO2).

2.3 Experimental procedure

2.3.1 Catalytic studies in continuous gas-flow reactor

In order to achieve a common starting point for the experiments, the samples
were pretreated with 8 vol.-% O2 and 500 vol.-ppm CH4 (in the following vol.-
% and vol.-ppm are denoted % and ppm, respectively) at 500◦C for one hour
using a total flow of 500 ml/min corresponding to a space velocity (GHSV) of
15000 h−1. This GHSV was kept constant and Ar was used as carrier gas in
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all flow-reactor experiments described in more detail below.

The temperature programmed reaction (TPReaction) experiments, starting
with pretreated samples, were performed by decreasing the temperature by
5◦C/min from 500 to 100◦C, dwelling for 20 min and then increasing the
temperature to 500◦C and dwelling for another 20 min using the same gas
composition. This cooling-heating cycle was repeated three times (cycle 1-3)
followed by another three cycles (cycle 4-6) where 20 ppm SO2 was added to
the feed and, finally, three cycles (cycle 7-9) without SO2.

The transient SO2 exposure experiments were performed using pretreated sam-
ples by introducing 500 ppm CH4 and 1500 ppm O2 at the temperature to
be studied, i.e. 400 and 500◦C, for 60 min. Subsequently, the SO2 exposure
experiment was started by instantly introducing 100 ppm SO2 for a duration
of 5 min to the feed and the response was followed until 25 min after the
sulfur exposure period. In total, this sequence was repeated 24 times, which
corresponds to 2 h of SO2 exposure.

2.3.2 In situ DRIFTS experiments

For each DRIFTS experiment, a new powder sample from the same prepara-
tion batch was used. The sample was pretreated with with 8% O2 and 500
ppm CH4 at 500◦C for one hour using a total flow of 100 ml/min. The wave
number region 4000 - 1000 cm−1 was investigated with a spectral resolution
of 1 cm−1.

The transient SO2 exposure experiments were performed with pretreated sam-
ples by introducing 500 ppm CH4 and 1500 ppm O2 in Ar at 500◦C and then
establish the desired reaction temperature, i.e., 400 and 500◦C, for 30 min.
Subsequently, the experiment was started by introducing pulses of SO2 (40
ppm for 5 min) into the feed and the response was followed for 20 min there-
after. This sequence was repeated four times after which the sample was ex-
posed to SO2 for 60 min, in total corresponding to 80 min with SO2 exposure.
After the experiment at 400◦C, the sample was heated to 500◦C with a heat-
ing rate of 5◦C/min in a sulfur-free gas flow. The reference spectrum used for
background subtraction was recorded in the reaction mixture 10 min before
the first SO2 pulse. Sample spectra were then collected each second for the
first SO2 pulse and every 30 s for the remaining pulses. For the experiment
performed at 400◦C, one spectrum per second was recorded during the final
heating ramp.
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3 Results

3.1 Analysis of TEM micrographs

Fig. 1 shows representative TEM micrographs of the as prepared Pt/silica,
Pt/alumina and Pt/ceria samples. For the Pt/silica sample (Fig. 1a), platinum
crystallites from one to ten nm in diameter are clearly visible. The proportions
of Pt particles of sizes larger and smaller than three nm are almost the same.
A significant fraction of the platinum particles are smaller than two nm. In
the Pt/alumina sample (Fig. 1b), Pt particles of sizes smaller than one and up
to about three nm are visible. The vast majority of the platinum crystallites
are very small and below two nm in diameter. Finally, in the Pt/ceria sample
(Fig. 1c) the platinum particles are considerably more difficult to discern due
the low contrast between the platinum and ceria. However, the Pt crystalslites
with sizes smaller than one and up to about three nm in diameter can be seen.
The platinum particles in the Pt/silica sample are generally larger than the
Pt particles in the Pt/alumina and Pt/ceria samples. However, a significant
fraction of the platinum crystallites are very small, i.e. below two nm in all
three samples.

3.2 Continuous gas-flow reactor experiments

3.2.1 Temperature programmed reaction experiments

The results from the TPReaction experiments with different oxygen concentra-
tions (8% and 1500 ppm) for the Pt/silica, Pt/alumina and Pt/ceria catalysts
are shown in Fig. 2a-c, respectively. The figure displays the consumption of
methane and in the case of 1500 ppm O2 also the consumption of oxygen ver-
sus temperature. For both the Pt/silica and Pt/alumina samples, the methane
oxidation is negligible below 350◦C and above this temperature the observed
methane oxidation is generally higher for the experiments with low oxygen
concentration. With decreasing oxygen concentration at 500◦C, the methane
consumption increases corresponding to an increase in methane conversion
from 13 to 46% and from 19 to 37% for the Pt/silica and Pt/alumina sample,
respectively. Contrarily, for the Pt/ceria sample, the methane oxidation starts
around 300◦C and increases correspondingly from 60 to 84% methane conver-
sion at 500◦C with increasing oxygen concentration. Neither CO nor H2 could
be detected indicating that total oxidation of methane is the dominating reac-
tion under the present experimental conditions. This is further supported by
the fact that stoichiometric amounts of oxygen for total oxidation of methane
are consumed during the entire experiments. As will be shown, this is the
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case for all experiments in this study. Moreover, a minor reversed hysteresis,
i.e., ignition profile positioned at lower temperatures than the corresponding
extinction profile, may be seen for the Pt/ceria sample.

The results from the TPReaction experiments with SO2 for Pt/silica, Pt/alumina
and Pt/ceria are shown, in Figs. 3 - 5. Fig. 3 displays the consumption of
methane and oxygen as a function of increasing inlet gas temperature for oxi-
dation of 500 ppm CH4 with 1500 ppm O2 for fresh samples (cycle 3), during
the addition of 20 ppm SO2 to the feed (cycle 6) and after removal of SO2

from the feed (cycle 9). It can be seen that the oxidation of methane over
the fresh Pt/silica sample starts around 350◦C by an increase in consumed
amounts of methane. As soon as SO2 is introduced into the feed an imme-
diate decrease in methane consumption corresponding to a decrease from 41
to 29% methane conversion at 500◦C is observed. The methane oxidation is
completely recovered after removal of SO2 from the feed, ( cf. cycle 3 and
9). The fresh Pt/alumina sample shows negligible methane oxidation below
350◦C and a slightly lower CH4 consumption at 500◦C, corresponding to about
34% conversion, as compared to the corresponding experiment for the fresh
Pt/silica sample. However, feeding SO2 at 500◦C results in an increase of the
methane consumption (this will be discussed in more detail below) and dur-
ing both cooling and heating the consumed methane shows a local maximum
around 350◦C and higher consumption of methane at 500◦C, corresponding
to around 60% conversion. After removal of SO2 from the feed, the methane
oxidation regresses somewhat, although the consumed methane is still higher
than for the fresh sample. The maximum consumption at 500◦C corresponds
to 49% conversion and no local consumption maximum is observed. For the
fresh Pt/ceria sample the methane oxidation is negligible below 300◦C and
at 500 ◦C the methane consumption corresponds to around 64% conversion.
Introducing SO2 to the feed results in an increase of the methane consumption
at low temperatures, however, at high temperatures the methane consump-
tion is considerably lower than for the fresh sample. After removal of SO2 from
the feed, the methane oxidation regresses even further showing only a minor
consumption corresponding to about 20% conversion at 500◦C.

To facilitate the analysis of the promoting effect of sulfur on methane oxi-
dation, the methane consumption as a function of temperature for successive
cooling-heating cycles for oxidation of 500 ppm CH4 with 1500 ppm O2 in
the presence of 20 ppm SO2 (cycle 4-6) is displayed in Fig. 4. The outlet SO2

concentration for these cycles is shown in Fig. 5. For the Pt/silica sample
both the methane consumption and the outlet SO2 concentration during the
three cooling-heating cycles overlap and the methane consumption is shifted
towards higher temperatures as compared to the previous cycle without SO2

(cycle 3 in Fig. 3). As shown in Fig. 5a, the sulfur dioxide is always present in
the product stream under 350◦C and for temperatures above 400◦C the ther-
modynamic equilibrium for SO2 oxidation is approached. Contrarily, for the
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Pt/alumina sample, a progressive increase of the methane consumption with
time on stream is seen both for the cooling and heating ramp experiments.
The maximum methane consumption, corresponding to 63% conversion, is
observed after the sixth heating ramp. Furthermore, it can be noted that the
local consumption maximum between 315 and 390◦C also increases as a func-
tion of time on stream appearing most pronounced for cycle 6. Only negligible
amounts of SO2 can be detected below 250◦C during the first cooling ramp
in presence of sulfur (cycle 4 in 5b). During the subsequent heating ramp
remarkable amounts of SO2 are detected below 350◦C showing a maximum
around 160◦C. A low SO2 concentration can be seen also above 450◦C. Re-
markable amounts of SO2 below 300◦C are detected also during cycles 5 and
6 and this SO2 concentration increases with decreasing temperature. The be-
havior is more complex at the higher temperatures. Depending on whether
the temperature is decreased or increased, a pronounced peak of SO2 above
400◦C is observed. Here the heating ramps result in a maximum at around
495◦C whereas only minor amounts of SO2 can be detected during the cool-
ing ramps. For the Pt/ceria sample the introduction of SO2 to the feed gas
at 500◦C results in an instant increase in methane consumption correspond-
ing to an increase in methane conversion from 64 to 72%. The profile of the
methane consumption during the following cooling ramp (cycle 4) is similar as
to cycle 3 (Fig. 3c), although somewhat shifted towards lower temperatures.
A considerably stronger shift of the methane consumption towards lower tem-
peratures is seen for the following heating ramp (cycle 4) and a corresponding
maximum methane conversion of 86% is reached at around 435◦C and main-
tained up to 500◦C. For the remaining cycles in presence of SO2 (cycles 5 and
6), the methane consumption decreases, primarily during the stationary tem-
perature periods at 500◦C, passing from 86 to 62% and then to 42% methane
conversion. In contrast to the first three cycles (not shown), a clear extinction-
ignition hysteresis is observed between 250 and 500◦C, with higher methane
consumption at all temperatures for the heating ramps. Finally, for cycles 7-9
after sulfur exposure the consumption of methane is generally low, around
17% conversion at 500◦C and negligible below 400◦C (not shown). In the case
of the Pt/ceria sample, SO2 is not detected during the first cooling ramp in
presence of sulfur (Fig. 5c). However, for the following heating ramp SO2 is
observed below 250◦C with a maximum around 195◦C. Moving to cycle 5,
some SO2 can be seen below 300◦C for the cooling ramp and for the heating
ramp a net release of SO2 between 100 and 200◦C with a maximum around
120◦C can be observed. Negligible concentration of SO2 is seen above 400◦C.
The SO2 profiles during cycle 6 show the same trends although in general
higher concentrations are observed.
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3.2.2 Transient SO2 experiments

The results of the isothermal transient SO2 exposure experiments over Pt/silica,
Pt/alumina and Pt/ceria performed at 400 and 500◦C are shown in Fig. 6. The
two top panels show the consumption of methane and oxygen as a function of
time while the two bottom panels show the outlet SO2 concentration at 500
and 400◦C, respectively.

From Fig. 6a it is clear that the methane consumption over Pt/silica at 500◦C
decreases abruptly when SO2 is introduced and then gradually recovers to the
initial conversion level during the following sulfur-free period. The concentra-
tion of SO2 at the reactor outlet is around 23 ppm for each pulse. At 400◦C,
the effects of SO2 on the methane consumption can hardly be discerned due
to the generally very low methane oxidation. For Pt/alumina (cf. Fig. 6b) the
methane consumption increases in the presence of SO2 for both temperatures
investigated and this effect seems to become more and more pronounced as
a function of time on stream. The methane consumption decreases gradually
between the SO2 pulses although not to an as low level as at the start of the
experiment. This is especially clear at 500◦C, leading to an overall increase of
the methane consumption during the time of the experiment. At 400◦C the
concentration of SO2 at the reactor outlet is minor during the entire experi-
ment, whereas at 500◦C, SO2 is clearly detected at t = 4-12 h. The detected
SO2 is below the feed concentration throughout the experiment. Finally, for
Pt/ceria at both temperatures studied, the methane consumption increases in
presence of SO2 although this effect becomes less pronounced over the time of
the experiment (cf. Fig. 6c). At 500◦C, the methane consumption decreases
rapidly during the sulfur-free periods leading to an overall deactivation of the
catalyst. In contrast, at 400◦C, the increase in CH4 consumption during SO2

pulses is even more pronounced throughout the entire experiment and the
decline in overall activity is slower. Furthermore, after the first three pulses,
some of the increased methane oxidation remains leading to an overall increase
in methane consumption for the first part of the experiment. In both cases
SO2 cannot be detected at the reactor outlet.

3.3 In situ DRIFT spectroscopy measurements

3.3.1 Transient SO2 exposure experiments

The DRIFTS results during the isothermal transient SO2 exposure experi-
ments over Pt/alumina and Pt/ceria are shown in Fig. 7 and 8, respectively.
Panels a and b show the IR spectra collected for the fresh sample (t = 1 min),
after the first (t = 11 min), fourth (t = 101 min) and fifth (t = 166 min) SO2

exposure at 400◦C and 500◦C, respectively. An IR spectrum collected after the
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heating ramp (t = 192 min) is also shown in the a panels. The c and d panels
display the integrated peak area in the regions 1250-1450 cm−1 assigned to
sulfate species and 1450-1650 cm−1 assigned to carbonate/carboxylate species
during the experiments at 400 and 500◦C, respectively. The dashed areas rep-
resent the periods with SO2 present in the feed. Due to the use of non-diluted
samples, the absorption of infrared radiation in the region 1000 to 1200 cm−1

by alumina is nearly complete and thus this wavenumber region is not consid-
ered in the forthcoming discussion of the results for Pt/alumina.

In Fig. 7a the spectrum collected at 400◦C after 1 min in pure Ar for the
Pt/alumina sample shows, as anticipated, no absorption bands, which reflects
no changes with respect to the initial condition, i.e. the reference spectrum
used for background subtraction. The appearance of an IR absorption band
at 1372 cm−1 after the first SO2 pulse at t = 11 min indicates the formation of
sulfate species (SO42−) on the surface of alumina [20,25,26,33,34]. Although
not explicitly shown here, three negative absorption bands around 3750, 3670
and 3560 cm−1, respectively, appear concomitantly. The bands have previ-
ously been associated with hydroxyl groups on alumina [25,35,36] and thus,
here, a removal or blockage of surface OH groups is likely. In the spectra col-
lected after the fourth (t = 101 min) and the fifth pulses (t = 166 min), two
new negative bands appear at 1550 and 1590 cm−1, which may be associ-
ated with asymmetric stretching of superficial carbonate/carboxylate species
[24,37,38]. At the same time, an increase in the intensity of the absorption
band associated to superficial sulfates can be observed, accompanied by a
shift from 1372 to 1395 cm−1. The observed shift may be explained either by
the combined effect of two overlapping bands that change in relative inten-
sity or by a pure frequency shift of a single band induced by the change in
the strength of molecular interactions [39]. Moreover, the intensities of the
IR bands associated to superficial OH groups increase with sulfur exposure
suggesting that sulfates may form primarily on OH superficial sites. Moreover
the intensity for the IR band assigned to sulfates increases in the presence of
SO2 and remains during the sulfur-free periods, whereas the IR band assigned
to carbonate/carboxylate species decreases during SO2 exposure and remains
after sulfur exposure. This indicates that carbonate/carboxylate species are
removed as sulfates form. Finally, during the heating ramp no clear changes
can be observed in the spectrum recorded at t = 192 min, indicating that the
superficial sulfates formed at 400◦C are stable also at 500◦C. Considering the
results from the transient SO2 exposure experiment at 500◦C (7), it can be
noticed that the spectrum collected after 1 min has not changed with respect
to the reference spectrum. As in the previous case at 400◦C, the appearance
of an absorption band at 1372 cm1 after the first SO2 pulse (t = 11 min)
indicates the formation of surface sulfates. Furthermore, a series of negative
sharp absorption bands appear in the carbonate/carboxylate region of the
spectrum (1450-1800 cm−1), whereas the negative broad double band at 2335
and 2360 cm−1 is due to asymmetric stretching of gaseous CO2 [40,41]. Finally,
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also at 500◦C, three negative absorption bands around 3750, 3670 and 3560
cm−1 related to surface hydroxyl groups, can be observed upon SO2 introduc-
tion. After longer exposure to SO2 (t = 101-166 min), a new absorption band
appears around 1205 cm−1, likely associated to bulk sulfates in the alumina
sample [18,25,33,34,42]. A contemporary increase of the intensity of the ab-
sorption band associated to superficial sulfates can be observed, accompanied
by a shift from 1372 to 1398 cm−1 and by an increase of the OH peaks. The
results presented in 7d show again that the integrated peak area for sulfates
(1250-1450 cm−1) increases in the presence of SO2 and remains high during the
sulfur-free periods, whereas the area in the 1450-1800 cm−1 range decreases
during SO2 pulses and remains low after sulfur exposure. This indicates that
desorption of carbonate/carboxylate species is related to formation of sulfates.

The DRIFTS results for the transient SO2 exposure experiments over Pt/ceria
are shown in Fig. 8. Panel a shows the spectra collected at 400◦C. The spec-
trum collected after 1 min shows no changes as compared to the reference
spectra whereas after the first SO2 pulse (t = 11 min) two strong absorption
bands at 1076 and 1344 cm−1 and four weak negative bands at 1520, 1545,
3638 and 3722 cm−1 can be distinguished. In line with previous work [19], we
suggest that the band at 1076 cm−1 is connected to sulfite and/or hydrogen
sulfite species on the ceria surface, even if the previously reported positions of
these bands are systematically lower [34,43]. Further, a shoulder at 1101 cm−1

is visible, which probably is due to an overlap between the sulfite/hydrogen
sulfite band and another band related to bulk-like sulfate species [44]. The
band at 1344 cm−1 has often been assigned to surface sulfates [19,34,43–45].
The negative IR absorption bands at around 1520 and 1545 cm−1 can be as-
signed to superficial carbonate and/or carboxylate species [19,40,46–49] and
indicate decomposition/desorption of such species. Finally, the bands at 3638
and 3722 cm−1 can be related to hydroxyl groups on ceria [40,41,43]. This sug-
gests that sulfates/sulfites are formed at superficial OH sites. Considering the
spectra collected after the fourth (t = 101 min) and fifth SO2 pulse (t = 166
min) three new absorption bands can be distinguished at 1190, 1615 and 2129
cm−1, whereas the bands at 1344 and 1129 cm−1 shift to higher wave numbers
(1365 and 2137 cm−1, respectively). The band at 1190 cm−1 could be assigned
to bulk-like sulfates species [43,44]. However, the band at 1615 cm−1 is more
difficult to assign. Possibly, this band is related either to bulk carbonate, con-
taining three cerium-oxygen bonds [46], or to adsorbed water. We mention that
absorption at similar wavenumbers have been observed for water adsorbed on
alumina [20,35,37,38]. Finally, the peak at 2129 cm−1 is likely connected to an
electronic transition in Ce(III) [46,40]. As a function of time on stream with
sulfur exposure, the intensity of all bands related to sulfur derived species
(1450-1000 cm−1) increases, together with the band connected to Ce(III), as
clearly demonstrated by the integrated areas in Fig. 8c. At the same time, the
concentration of superficial carbonate/carboxylate species (1575-1450 cm−1)
decreases and the negative bands associated to OH species become more neg-
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ative in presence of SO2. Despite the constant total IR absorption when the
sample is heated from 400 to 500◦C, the intensity of the band at 1190 cm−1

increases. This is accompanied by a decreased intensity of the band at 2129
cm−1. Moreover, the increase in temperature leads to a decrease in both the
absorption at 1615 cm−1 (bulk carbonates) and the integrated area (superfi-
cial carbonate/carboxylate species). The IR spectra collected at 500◦C during
the transient SO2 exposure experiment for the Pt/ceria sample (8b) generally
show the same adsorption bands as already observed at 400◦C. However, the
adsorption in the region associated with carbonate/carboxylate differs, with
no bands at 500◦C. Moreover, there are important differences in the relative
intensity of the peaks associated to sulfate species and Ce(III). The bands
connected to bulk sulfates are much more pronounced and the peak around
2137 cm−1 is less intense at 500◦C. Again the integrated area for the sulfur
derived species (1450-1000 cm−1) increases in presence of SO2 and remains
constant during the following sulfur-free periods. The opposite behaviour ob-
served for the area of Ce(III) band indicates again that formation of sulfates
is accompanied by ceria reduction.

4 Discussion

In this study we focus on the role of the support material on sulfur promoted
low-temperature oxidation of methane over platinum based catalysts. Based
on transient flow-reactor and in situ DRIFTS experiments with silica, alumina
and ceria supported platinum catalysts, which affinity to form sulfates differs
considerably [34,50], the importance of different surface processes on the metal
and on the support phases could be clarified. It is clear from the TEM analysis
that for all three samples a significant fraction of the Pt crystallites are below
three nm in diameter (cf. Fig. 1). This means that in all samples the majority of
the Pt crystallites are sufficiently small as to be susceptible towards electronic
modifications by the support [51], which likely affect the catalytic properties.
Before discussing the promotional effect, we pay attention to the influence of
oxygen concentration on the methane oxidation for the different samples. This
is to motivate the considerably lower oxygen concentration used in this study
as compared to previous studies [15,19,52] and to start the discussion with
generally accepted arguments concerning methane oxidation on platinum. For
a more sterling overview see the reviews by Burch et al. [1] and Gélin et al.
[2] or other cited work, e.g. Refs. [11,14,15]

It has previously been shown that methane oxidation on Pt/Al2O3 strongly de-
pends on the feed gas composition [12–15]. The results in this study support
the existence of a highly active state corresponding to intermediate surface
O/Pt ratio of the catalyst, whereas the methane dissociation seems to be hin-
dered by a too high oxygen coverage. Here, the results from the TPReaction
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experiments with different oxygen concentrations (Fig. 2) indicate that the in-
fluence of the oxygen concentration on the oxidation of methane in excess oxy-
gen is different for silica, alumina and ceria supported platinum. With increas-
ing oxygen concentration, the methane oxidation is suppressed for Pt/silica
and Pt/alumina whereas for Pt/ceria the methane oxidation seems to increase.
Due to the low methane oxidation activity at high oxygen concentration (8%)
for the Pt/silica and Pt/alumina samples the lower concentration of 1500 ppm
O2 was used for the sulfur experiments to ensure a proper analysis of the pro-
moting and inhibiting effects of sulfur. Analysis of the oxygen balance shows
that all consumed oxygen well matches the expected stoichiometric consump-
tion for complete methane oxidation. This is further supported by that neither
CO nor H2 could be detected in any experiment, which is indicative of total
oxidation. Thus it is unlikely that the results for Pt/ceria are biased by that
ceria is not completely oxidised at the start of the experiment, which princi-
pally may lead to that a significant amount of the supplied oxygen is stored
in the ceria support rather than used for oxidation of methane on Pt. This
supports that the results for Pt/ceria are not artifactual. Based on this we
can reason as follows. Assuming that the main reaction path for methane oxi-
dation on Pt is dominated by the Langmuir-Hinshelwood (LH) type of mech-
anism involving reaction between dissociated methane and oxygen species.
The inhibiting effect of oxygen observed over both Pt/silica and Pt/alumina
can then be explained by a site competition between oxygen and methane [1]
favoring the adsorption of oxygen due to its considerably higher sticking prob-
ability as compared to methane [53,54]. Based on this, the methane oxidation
rate may be high for partially oxygen covered surfaces where the coverage of
oxygen and carbon containing species is balanced [7]. This is in line with pre-
vious results of Carlsson et al. [12,13] and Becker et al. [16,15], who found an
overall improvement of the oxidation rate of methane over Pt/Al2O3 during
periodic operation of the gas composition. Considering now the support, it
is known that the chemical state of the dispersed platinum crystallites can
be influenced by the physicochemical properties of the support material. For
example, Yazawa et al. [55,56] showed that the more acidic support the more
stable is the metallic state of platinum even under lean reaction conditions.
This could explain the lower oxygen self-poisoning observed for Pt/alumina
as compared to the considerably less acidic Pt/silica [36]. Further, contrasting
the results for the Pt/ceria sample with those for Pt/silica and Pt/alumina,
it is possible that the Pt/ceria system exhibits stronger metal support inter-
actions [57] that may modify platinum sites, especially sites close to the noble
metal-support interface that are more active for methane dissociation or ac-
tivation of reactive oxygen atoms. The latter is for example supported by the
results by Tang et al. [58], who observed that doping the CeO2 surface with Pt
weakened the bond strength to neighboring oxygen in the oxide, making them
more reactive for methane oxidation. Besides, even if no evidences for methane
dissociation on pure ceria have been found, the existence of active sites on the
ceria surface cannot be excluded. Thus we propose that dissociated oxygen
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species on platinum can either react with dissociated methane species on Pt
itself or diffuse towards the ceria and react on sites at the noble metal-support
interface [52], or spill over and possibly react with dissociated methane on ce-
ria [49]. The latter may occur via either a LH mechanism involving activated
oxygen species or via a Mars van Krevelen type of mechanism involving lattice
oxygen. Accepting the latter, the observed increased methane oxidation with
increased oxygen concentration could be explained by an enhancement of both
oxygen surface transport mechanisms and ceria (re)oxidation with increasing
oxygen concentration. However, a detailed analysis of the pure methane oxi-
dation, as previously performed for Pt/alumina [13–15], is beyond the present
scope. Instead we focus the remaining discussion on methane oxidation over
the different noble metal-support systems in the presence of sulfur as to clarify
the processes that may be involved in sulfur promoted methane oxidation.

It is clear that the support material plays an important role in the promotion
of the low-temperature oxidation of methane. As in this connection methane
oxidation is less studied compared to for example oxidation of propane, we
will make appropriate analogies with sulfur promoted propane oxidation in
the following discussion. It is well known that silica is nearly resistant towards
acidic compounds like SO2 and NO [59,60], i.e. neither sulfite/sulfate nor ni-
trite/nitrate species are formed on the Pt/silica system [21,24,61]. For this
reason, the observed conversion of methane over the Pt/silica sample reaches
the same level before and after sulfur exposure (3), which is in line with previ-
ous studies on propane oxidation [21,22,24,62]. However, in contrast to propane
oxidation, a clear inhibition effect can be observed in presence of SO2. This
is especially clear in the transient SO2 exposure experiments (Fig. 6) where
the activity drops during each period with sulfur and recovers thereafter. The
transient responses also show a rapid SO2 breakthrough reflecting that negligi-
ble amounts of sulfur are stored on the sample. The detected level of SO2 in the
transient SO2 exposure experiment is however significantly lower than the feed
concentrations, which is due to oxidation of SO2 into SO3 (unfortunately SO3

could not be detected with the present experimental set-up). The oxidation
of SO2 is further supported by the TPReaction experiment (Fig. 5) indicating
an onset of the oxidation of SO2 at around 200◦C, which becomes significant
at around 300◦C. The detected SO2 at the highest temperatures is due to
the equilibrium between SO2 and SO3. Furthermore, a detailed analysis of the
consumed amount of oxygen shows that slightly more oxygen than would have
been used for stoichiometric total oxidation of methane is consumed, which is
indicative of SO2 oxidation by dissociation of gas phase oxygen on platinum.
Considering these observations, the drop in methane conversion is likely due
to a site competition between SO2 and CH4 adsorption as a first step in the
respective subsequent oxidation reaction, favoring SO2 adsorption due to the
higher sticking probability of SO2 on platinum as compared to CH4 [52,63].
The different response to SO2 for methane and propane oxidation over silica
supported Pt can be explained by the more even competition between SO2
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and propane than for SO2 and methane. In the case of propane this leads
to lower inhibiting effect of SO2 on propane oxidation. Besides, in the case of
propane oxidation, Burch et al. [22] proposed as part of the explanation for the
promotional effect that SO2 oxidation on platinum results in (partial) removal
of oxygen from the platinum surface, which leads to an increase of activity
for oxidation of propane. However, the same authors did not observe any pro-
motion by sulfur on propane oxidation on Pt/silica. Furthermore, our results
show that the methane oxidation over Pt/silica is inhibited in the presence of
SO2, despite the occurrence of SO2 oxidation. Therefore the enhancement of
hydrocarbon oxidation by removal of chemisorbed oxygen on Pt through SO2

oxidation seems unlikely or at least insufficient at the present experimental
conditions.

Unlike for Pt/silica, a significant enhancement of methane oxidation over
the Pt/alumina sample in presence of SO2 can be observed both as a low-
temperature maximum and a general increase of the methane conversion dur-
ing the TPReaction experiments (Fig. 3 and 4) and as an initial and generally
increasing methane conversion during the transient SO2 exposure experiments.
In the TPReaction experiment, the promoting effect increases for each cycle
with SO2 (Fig. 4) and remains, at least partially, even after the sulfur expo-
sure periods (Fig. 3). Even if sulfur exposure has been reported to result in
negligible or negative effects on the general performance of Pt/alumina cat-
alysts [5,63], the present results are in line with the observations by Dupont
et al. [17] and Corro et al. [18] who observed a promotional effect of SO2 on
the oxidation of propane over Pt/alumina. Moreover it corresponds well with
the analogous sulfur promoted propane oxidation over Pt/Al2O3, which has
been studied more extensively [21–26]. In the case of propane oxidation differ-
ent explanations have been proposed for the promoting effect of SO2. Among
them, the formation of new active sites that more effectively can break the
C-H bond via dissociation seems most likely. Such active sites are proposed
to be composed by adjacent cationic (Ptδ+) and anionic (SO2−

4 ) moieties at
the noble metal-support interface [22]. From the detected outlet concentration
of SO2 (Fig. 5) it is clear that much SO2 is stored during the first cycle and
for the remaining cycles with SO2 the system is, at least partly, regenerated.
The observed minimum in SO2 concentration between 300 and 400◦C is due
to both formation of sulfates on alumina and the equilibrated SO2 oxidation
described above. As for Pt/silica, the detailed analysis of the consumed oxygen
indicates significant SO2 oxidation by gas phase oxygen also for Pt/alumina.
The formation of sulfates likely involves formation also of interfacial sulfates
(Al2(SO4)3) through a platinum catalyzed reaction between the adsorbed SO3

and Al2O3 [26]. These interfacial sulfates can provide catalytic sites highly
active for methane dissociation. Thus the general trend of increasing methane
conversion as a function of time on stream observed here may be a result of
successive creation of these interfacial sites and the observed methane conver-
sion at low-temperature (the maximum) is a result of methane dissociation
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via these sites. The reason for the maximum and not a successively increasing
methane conversion can be due to decomposition of interfacial sulfates and
subsequent desorption of SOx [24] (Fig. 5) and possibly also migration of ad-
SOx species from interfacial locations to the support resulting in a decrease
of the number of highly active sites. The latter is supported by the DRIFTS
results showing that the amount of sulfate species (integrated area) is con-
stant during sulfur free periods. Furthermore, the DRIFTS results provided
new evidences for the formation of superficial sulfates Fig. 7a, which may be
responsible of the improved catalytic activity. The transient SO2 exposure ex-
periment further supports that the sample needs to be sufficiently sulfated to
show a promoting effect on the methane oxidation. At the start of this exper-
iment a negligible promotional effect is observed while all supplied sulfur is
stored. After a few SO2 exposure periods the promoting effect becomes more
and more clear. This is accompanied by an increasing SO2 breakthrough for
each SO2 period, which suggests that the supplied sulfur is not stored but
instead oxidised to SO3 as the detected SO2 concentration is lower than the
supplied concentration.

In comparison with Pt/silica and Pt/alumina, the behavior of the Pt/ceria
sample is more complex as SO2 exposure impose both promoting and inhibit-
ing effects on the methane oxidation. The results described here agree well
with the recent study by Kylhammar et al. [19]. Generally a promoting effect
has been observed during the heating ramps in presence of SO2 in the TPRe-
action experiments and the periods with SO2 present in the transient SO2

exposure experiments. However, the promoting effect diminishes as a function
of time on stream and the methane oxidation becomes inhibited. As mentioned
in the Introduction the promoting effect has been discussed in terms of both
breakage of oxygen self-poisoning/decomposition of platinum oxides (this is
discussed more in next paragraph) and electronic modification of platinum
sites and/or formation of new highly active sites in the noble metal-support
interface upon sulfate formation. The present results strongly supports the lat-
ter, i.e., formation of Ptδ+/SO2−

4 pairs acting as highly active sites for methane
dissociation as one important cause for the promotional effect, analogous to
the Pt/alumina discussed above. The hysteresis in the extinction-ignition cy-
cles may be due to that Pt facilitates formation of interfacial sulfates at low
temperature, for example it has been observed that Pt is of significant impor-
tance for sulfate formation on ceria at 250◦C [33,64] but not at 400◦C [44],
whereas at higher temperatures sulfate formation occurs directly on the en-
tire ceria surface implicating that sulfates form to a lesser extent at the noble
metal-support boundary. Also sulfates formed in at the noble metal-support
interface may migrate to occupy more stable sulfate configurations on/in the
ceria at high temperature. Thus, in our experiments, we propose that sulfates
form readily at 500◦C all over the ceria surface with some migration onto the
ceria, so that the start of the extinction experiment minor amounts of interfa-
cial sulfates are present and thus a negligible promoting effect. In the case of
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possible active sites on the ceria support as such, these sites may be blocked
by the presence of superficial sulfates. On the contrary, at low temperature
the main path towards ceria sulfation is via platinum and thus adsorbed sul-
fur oxides may accumulate preferentially at the Pt-ceria interface and then
transform into interfacial sulfates during the heating ramp. Therefore, the en-
hancement in methane oxidation observed during the ignition experiment is
likely related to the formation of new interfacial active sites.

The extinction-ignition hysteresis may result from the reduction-oxidation of
ceria during the experiments. Sulfation of ceria in presence of SO2 and O2 is
often coupled with the reduction of cerium from Ce(IV) to Ce(III) [65]. As in
our previous studies, this is considered more as a dynamic process, which is
operative as long as oxygen is consumed in the sulfate formation process, and
could thus explain the diminishing promotion over time. The hysteresis may
thus be related to ceria (re-)oxidation as this process likely proceeds via differ-
ent mechanisms at different temperatures. It is generally accepted that ceria
can be oxidized by O2 from the gas phase at high temperatures, whereas at low
temperatures oxygen spillover is the main route [49,52]. Thus during ignition,
the onset of oxygen spillover upon sulfate formation can in principle induce an
increase of the number of available platinum sites for methane dissociation by
breakage of oxygen self-poisoning and/or platinum oxides as discussed previ-
ously [19]. However, a detailed analysis of the measured oxygen concentration
indicates that all consumed oxygen is used for total oxidation of methane and
not for oxidation of SO2. This implies that a significant part of the sulfate
formation involves lattice oxygen present in the ceria structure rather than
dissociated gas phase oxygen. Thus breakage of oxygen self-poisoning and/or
platinum oxides seems to play a minor role in this case. Further, the gradient in
sulfate concentration between the surface and bulk of ceria may act as driving
force for diffusion of sulfates into the bulk [33], associated with a correspond-
ing diffusion of oxygen from the bulk to the surface of the ceria resulting in
oxidation of ceria sites [40]. This is further supported by the DRIFTS results,
which show a connection between sulfate formation and ceria reduction. The
occurrence of bulk diffusion phenomena during the heating process, accompa-
nied by partial ceria (re-)oxidation, is therefore demonstrated, so explaining
the lower extent of ceria reduction at 500◦C. Finally, the diminishing SO2

promoting effect with time on stream as well as the catalyst deactivation af-
ter sulfur exposure can be explained by a progressive saturation of the ceria
support by sulfates, eventually blocking both active sites on ceria and oxygen
mobility in the Pt/ceria system.

In summary the present study shows that by comparing results from platinum
catalysts with different support materials the noble metal-support interaction
plays a major role in sulfur promoted low-temperature methane oxidation.
Nevertheless the study also shows that the results for the different systems
should, in many respects, be treated separately as each system also exhibit
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distinct unique properties that govern different surface processes, in the case of
ceria even bulk processes, influencing the methane oxidation. This is especially
evident in the presence of sulfur, as both promoting and/or inhibiting effects
have been observed on the different catalysts.

5 Concluding remarks

The role of the support and noble metal-support interactions on sulfur pro-
moted low-temperature methane oxidation have been studied by comparing
silica, alumina and ceria supported platinum catalysts. Transient flow-reactor
experiments with in presence and absence of SO2 show that the catalytic ac-
tivity is strongly dependent on the nature of the support material. The results
support that methane oxidation occurs exclusively on platinum sites for the
Pt/silica sample for which SO2 exposure only leads to lower methane conver-
sion due to a site competition between SO2 and CH4 adsorption as a first step
for the respective subsequent oxidation reactions. Also for Pt/alumina, the
methane oxidation proceeds on the platinum sites. However, the oxidation of
methane is promoted upon SO2 exposure trough the formation of (surface) sul-
fates, likely at the noble metal-support interface, that function as highly active
sites for methane dissociation. For Pt/ceria, the oxidation of methane occurs
not only on the platinum sites but likely also on sites located at the noble
metal-support interface. Moreover, ceria may contribute to the overall oxida-
tion kinetics via spillover processes, for example oxygen spillover can reduce
the effect of oxygen inhibition here observed for Pt/silica and Pt/alumina.
Exposing Pt/ceria towards SO2 leads, in line with our previous study [19],
to a temporary promotion of the methane oxidation, likely via formation of
(surface) sulfates in the noble metal-support interface, followed by long-term
inhibition due to nearly complete sulfation of the ceria support, i.e., forma-
tion of surface and bulk sulfates. Furthermore, upon exposure to SO2 ceria is
reduced. Eventually, due to bulk diffusion of surface sulfates, ceria becomes
saturated and both the oxygen mobility and the active sites on ceria becomes
blocked.
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Fig. 1. TEM micrographs as prepared a) 4%Pt/silica, b) 4%Pt/alumina and c)
4%Pt/ceria samples.
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Fig. 2. Temperature programmed reaction of 500 ppm CH4 with 8% (black lines) and
1500 ppm (red lines) O2 over a) 4%Pt/silica, b) 4%Pt/alumina and c) 4%Pt/ceria
during cooling (dashed lines) and heating (solid lines). The ramp rate for both
cooling and heating is 5◦C/min and the GHSV is 15000h−1.
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Fig. 3. Temperature programmed reaction of 500 ppm CH4 with 1500 ppm O2 over
a) 4%Pt/silica, b) 4%Pt/alumina and c) 4%Pt/ceria (black lines), with 20 ppm SO2

present (red lines) and after SO2 exposure (blue lines). The ramp rate is 5◦C/min
and the GHSV is 15000h−1. The color code for the consecutive cycle numbers are
indicated.
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presence of 20 ppm SO2 over a) 4%Pt/silica, b) 4%Pt/alumina and c) 4%Pt/ceria
during cooling (dashed lines) and heating (solid lines). The ramp rate for both
cooling and heating is 5◦C/min and the GHSV is 15000h−1. The color code for the
consecutive cycle numbers are indicated.
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Fig. 7. Transient SO2 exposure experiments (40 ppm SO2) on 4% Pt/alumina
performed in the DRIFT cell. Continuous inlet feed of 500 ppm CH4 and 1500
ppm O2. The left panels show the IR spectra collected on the fresh sample (t =
1 min) and after the first (t = 11 min), fourth (t = 101 min) and fifth (t = 166
min) SO2 pulse at a) 400 and b) 500 ◦C. Also, an IR spectrum recorded after the
heating ramp (t = 192 min) is shown. Right panels show the integrated peak area
for sulfate (indicated 1) and carbonate/carboxylate (indicated 2) species during the
corresponding experiments.
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Fig. 8. Transient SO2 exposure experiments (40 ppm SO2) on 4% Pt/ceria performed
in the DRIFT cell. Continuous inlet feed of 500 ppm CH4 and 1500 ppm O2. The
left panels show the IR spectra collected on the fresh sample (t = 1 min) and
after the first (t = 11 min), fourth (t = 101 min) and fifth (t = 166 min) SO2

pulse at a) 400 and b) 500 ◦C. Also, an IR spectrum recorded after the heating
ramp (t = 192 min) is shown. Right panels show the integrated peak area for
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Abstract 

The effect of NO and NO2 on low-temperature methane oxidation has been studied over Pt 
supported on silica, alumina and ceria by means of transient experiments in the presence and 
absence of NOx. Results show a clear dependence of the catalytic activity on the nature of the 
support material and on its interaction with noble metal. Upon addition of NO2, an inhibiting effect 
is observed for the Pt/silica catalyst, likely due to the formation of an oxygen layer on the platinum 
surface (or alternatively of platinum oxide). For both Pt/alumina and Pt/ceria catalysts the presence 
of NOx results in a temporary enhancement of methane oxidation, followed by long-term 
deactivation. Formation of nitrates at the noble metal-support interface, acting as new active sites 
for the first H abstraction, is suggested to explain the promoting effect. The consecutive formation 
of carbonates on the support material might be responsible of the catalyst deactivation, due to the 
blockage of active sites and of oxygen mobility. 

 

Keywords: Environmental catalysis; Promoted surface processes; Methane dissociation; In situ 
infrared spectroscopy; Nanoparticles; Platinum; Silica; Alumina; Ceria 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

The use of natural gas as fuel for cars has been spreading in the last decade. The lower sulfur 
content together with the reduced NOx and particulate emissions make lean-burn gas engines a valid 
“green” alternative to the conventional gasoline or diesel ones [1]. Furthermore, the low carbon to 
hydrogen ratio of natural gas, whose main component is CH4, allows also the reduction of CO2 
emissions. However, the presence of unburned methane in the exhausts represents a problem 
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because of the high Global Warming Potential (GWP) of this molecule. Furthermore, the higher 
stability of CH4 in comparison with the higher hydrocarbons coming from gasoline engines makes 
its combustion more difficult, so that the design of catalytic materials exhibiting high activity 
towards low temperature methane oxidation still remains a challenge. 

Nowadays, the most active catalysts for this purpose are noble metals supported on metal oxides. 
Among noble metals, platinum and palladium are the most commonly used and studied catalysts. 
Since metallic platinum is more active than platinum oxide, platinum-based catalysts exhibit higher 
reactivity than palladium ones in the combustion of methane under reducing atmospheres [2]. On 
the contrary, the use of palladium is preferred under lean conditions [3,4,5], since platinum suffers 
of oxygen self-poisoning. However, stable palladium sulfates can be formed in the presence of 
sulfur, leading to premature catalyst deactivation [4,6]. Thus, the use of the more sulfur tolerant Pt-
based catalysts under lean conditions still remains of interest [4,5]. 

In order to reduce the precious metals content and therefore the cost of the catalyst, more effective 
oxidation strategies are needed. Several methods to improve catalytic performances have been 
proposed. One could be modifying the composition of the active phase by combining different 
precious metal or by adding promoters. Yamamoto et al [7] observed a considerable improvement 
of the catalytic behavior over bimetallic Pt-Pd systems in comparison with monometallic Pt and Pd 
prepared according to the same procedure. Shinjoh et al. [8] found that Ba addition to Pt catalyst 
suppresses the hydrocarbon chemisorption on the Pt catalyst, so promoting the oxidation of 
hydrocarbons. Another strategy for the enhancement of catalyst performance could be affecting the 
composition of the exhaust gas, for instance by periodic operation. This technique consists in 
periodic alternation of the feed gas between net oxidizing and net reducing compositions and is 
usually applied to three way catalysts (TWCs). Several authors proposed that the improved catalytic 
performances may origin from an optimal mixing in the composition of the adsorbed species on the 
active sites caused by the alternation of rich and lean pulses [9,10,11]. Another approach could be 
the addition to the exhausts of saturated hydrocarbons of higher molecular weight which can be 
easily oxidized. The consequent circumvention of inhibition by oxygen could explain the decrease 
in the light-off temperature observed by Corro et al. [12] after addition of C2-C4 alkanes over a pre-
sulfated Pt/Al2O3. Finally, an interesting promoting effect was observed for low-temperature 
methane oxidation by addition of sulfur dioxide on Pt supported on Al2O3 [13,14,15] and CeO2 
[15,16]. Although the addition of SO2 to the exhausts cannot be realistically considered because of 
the toxicity and corrosivity of this species, the comprehension of this phenomenon still remains of 
interest for the design of catalysts with permanent high activity towards methane oxidation. 

In a previous work [15], the effect of SO2 has been studied over three different platinum-based 
catalysts, supported on SiO2, Al2O3 and CeO2. The formation of sulfates at the noble metal-support 
interface was found to play a major role on sulfur-promoted low-temperature oxidation of methane. 

It was also previously shown that the mechanism of sulfur oxides storage into SOx trap involves 
SO2 oxidation to SO3 over Pt and its subsequent adsorption on the support as a sulfate [17]. It is 
worth noticing that this mechanism is very similar to that proposed for NOx storage on Pt/BaO 
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systems [18,19]. Furthermore, Burch et al. [20] shown that oxidation of CH4 by NO over Pt/SiO2 
and Pt/Al2O3 occurs at much lower temperature than the corresponding CH4/O2 reaction. 

In view of the above mentioned affinities between NOx and SOx, the study of the effect of NO and 
NO2 on methane oxidation reaction could be useful in the understanding of the mechanisms of low-
temperature promotion and of the role played by the Pt-support interface. In this work the influence 
of NOx on catalytic methane oxidation has been addressed over three Pt-based catalysts, supported 
on SiO2, Al2O3 and CeO2.  

 

2. Experimental 

 

2.1. Catalyst preparation and characterization 

 

Three catalyst samples were prepared by impregnation of SiO2, Al2O3 and CeO2 with a platinum 
precursor solution according to the incipient wetness method, in order to obtain samples with 4 
wt% Pt. Monolithic samples of each catalyst were prepared by using the dip-coating technique: 
200 mg of coating (composed of catalyst powder and binder) were attached on cordierite 
monoliths. Detailed information about the material used, the catalysts preparation procedures and 
characterization technique can be found in a previous work [15]. Here we just mention that the 
specific surface area for the Pt/silica, Pt/alumina and Pt/ceria catalysts were calculated to be 117, 
173 and 156 m2/g, respectively. Further, the results of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
showed that a significant fraction of the platinum crystals are very small, i.e. below 2 nm in all 
three samples. 

 

2.2. Experimental setup 

 

2.2.1. Continuous gas-flow reactor system 

Experiments with monolith samples were performed using a continuous gas-flow reactor described 
in a previous work [15]. Individual mass flow controllers (LOW-∆P-FLOW, Bronkhorst) were used 
to compose the gas feed. The O2, NOx and CH4 flows were introduced to the reactor through three 
air actuated high speed 4-way pulse valves (Valco, VICI) which allowed precise changes in the gas 
composition. 

For the measurement of the outlet gas composition, the experimental rig was equipped with a mass 
spectrometer (Airsense Compact, V&F). The Ion-Molecule Reaction (IMR) ionization method was 
used to follow the mass to charge ratios (m/z) 30 (NO) and 46 (NO2), 17 (NH3) and 44 (N2O), 14 
(N) and 28 (CO) by using mercury, xenon and krypton as primary gas, respectively. M/z 2 (H2), 15 
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(CH4), 18 (H2O), 32 (O2) and 44 (CO2 and N2O) were measured according to the Electron Impact 
(EI) ionization method. 

 

2.2.2. In situ Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy 

In situ infrared Fourier transformed (FTIR) measurements were performed with powder samples in 
diffuse reflectance mode using a Bio-Rad FTS6000 spectrometer equipped with a high-temperature 
reaction cell (Praying Mantis, Harrick Scientific) and a MCT detector. Spectra were collected in the 
wavenumber region between 4000 and 1000 cm-1 with a resolution of 1 cm-1. The temperature of 
the sample holder was measured with a thermocouple (k-type) and controlled with a PID regulator 
(2416, Eurotherm). Individual mass flow controllers (LOW-∆P-FLOW, Bronkhorst) were used to 
introduce the gases. Moreover, to facilitate precise transients, the NOx feed was introduced via an 
air actuated high-speed gas valve (Valco, VICI). The outlet gas composition was analyzed by a 
mass spectrometer (QuadStar 420, Balzers) following the m/z 2 (H2), 14 (N), 15 (CH4), 17 (NH3), 
18 (H2O), 28 (CO), 30 (NO), 32 (O2), 40 (Ar), 44 (CO2 and N2O), and 46 (NO2). 

 

2.3. Experimental procedures 

 

2.3.1. Catalytic activity studies in continuous gas-flow reactor 

In order to achieve a common starting point for the experiments, all samples were pretreated with 8 
vol.-% O2 and 500 ppm CH4 at 500°C for 1 h using a total flow of 500 ml/min, corresponding to a 
gas hourly space velocity (GHSV) of 15000 h-1. This GHSV was kept constant and Ar was used as 
carrier gas in all flow-reactor experiments described in more detail below. 

The temperature programmed reaction (TPReaction) experiments, starting with pretreated samples, 
were performed by decreasing the temperature by 5°C/min from 500 to 100°C, dwelling for 20 min 
and then increasing the temperature to 500°C and dwelling for another 20 min with 1500 ppm O2 
and 500 ppm CH4 in the feed gas. This cooling-heating cycle was repeated two times (cycle 1-2) 
followed by another cycle (3) where 50 ppm NO (or NO2) was added to the feed and, finally, two 
cycles (cycle 4-5) again without NOx. 

The transient NO (or NO2) exposure experiments were performed using pretreated samples by 
introducing 500 ppm CH4 and 1500 ppm O2 at 500°C, for 60 min. Subsequently the NOx exposure 
experiment was started by instantly introducing 100 ppm NO (or NO2) for a duration of 5 min to the 
reaction mixture and the response was followed until 25 min after the NOx exposure period. In total, 
this sequence was repeated 24 times, which corresponds to 2 h of NOx exposure. 
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2.3.2. In situ DRIFTS experiments 

For each DRIFTS experiment, a new powder sample from the same preparation batch was used. 
The sample was pretreated with 8 vol.-% O2 and 1500 ppm CH4 at 500°C for one hour using a total 
flow of 100 ml/min. The wave number region 4000-1000 cm-1 was investigated with a spectral 
resolution of 1 cm-1.  

The transient NO (or NO2) exposure experiments were performed with pretreated samples by 
introducing 500 ppm CH4 and 1500 ppm O2 in Ar at 500°C. Subsequently the experiment was 
started by introducing NO (or NO2) pulses (40 ppm for 5 min) in the reaction mixture and the 
response was followed for 20 min thereafter. This sequence was repeated four times after which the 
sample was exposed to NOx for 60 min, in total corresponding to 80 min with NOx exposure. The 
reference spectrum used for background subtraction was recorded in the reaction mixture 10 min 
before the first NOx pulse. Sample spectra were then collected each second for the first NOx pulse 
and every 30 s for the remaining pulses. 

 

3. Results 

 

3.1. Continuous gas flow reactor experiments 

 

3.1.1. Temperature programmed reaction experiments 

The results from the TPReaction experiments with NO and NO2 over the Pt/silica, Pt/alumina and 
Pt/ceria catalysts are reported in Fig. 1a-c, respectively. The methane conversion is reported as a 
function of the increasing inlet gas temperature for the oxidation of 500 ppm CH4 with 1500 ppm 
O2 for the fresh sample (cycle 2), during the addition of 50 ppm NO or NO2 to the feed gas (cycle 3) 
and after the removal of NOx from the feed (cycle 5). 

The activity of the fresh Pt/silica sample towards methane oxidation is negligible below 350°C (Fig. 
1a). The methane conversion starts to increase with the increasing temperature until reaching 37% 
at 500°C. The addition of 50 ppm NO to the feed gas does not affect methane conversion, as the 
ignition profiles of cycle 2 and 3 overlap (left panel), whereas ignition profile in the presence of 50 
ppm NO2 is slightly shifted towards higher temperature (right panel). In both the experiments 
methane conversion after the removal of NOx (cycle 5) is equal to that observed for the fresh 
sample (cycle 2). 

The methane conversion over the fresh Pt/alumina sample starts around 350°C and reaches a 
maximum of 38% and 44% at 500°C (Fig. 1b). The different maximum conversions observed in the 
two experiments are likely related to slightly different washcoat loadings on the two samples. As 
soon as NO is added at 500°C a sudden increase in methane conversion is observed up to 41%, 
followed by a slight decline until the original conversion value (38%) before cooling the reactor. 
During the dwelling time at 500°C after the third cooling/heating cycle in the presence of NO, a 
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further decay in methane conversion is observed from 38 to 35%, whereas as soon as NO is 
excluded from the feed gas mixture, the catalytic activity stabilizes around the latter value. In a 
similar way, as soon as NO2 is introduced in the feed gas at 500°C methane conversion increases up 
to 47%, then slightly decreases until the original conversion value (44%) is recovered before 
cooling the reactor. Besides, a lower methane conversion is reached at the end of the third heating 
ramp in presence of NO2 (42%), but any further activity decay is observed during the stationary at 
500°C. In both the experiments the ignition profiles for cycle 2 and 3 overlap, whereas methane 
conversion after the removal of NOx (cycle 5) is slightly shifted toward higher temperatures. 

Methane conversion over the fresh Pt/ceria sample is negligible at temperature below 300°C and 
reaches a maximum around 76% at 500°C (Fig. 1c). An instantaneous increase in methane 
conversion up to 82% is observed in correspondence with the addition of 50 ppm NO to the feed 
gas mixture at 500°C, followed by a decrease from 82 to 71% before the cooling ramp. A further 
decay is observed during the stationary at 500°C after the heating ramp in presence of NO with 
methane conversion passing from 66 to 61%. Furthermore, after the exclusion of NO from the feed 
gas mixture an instantaneous drop in methane conversion is seen from 61 to 54%. Similarly, when 
adding 50 ppm NO2 to the feed gas methane conversion instantaneously increases up to 83%. Then, 
a decay in the catalytic activity is observed during the stationaries at 500°C in the presence of NO2 
before and after the third cooling/heating cycle from 83 to 75% and from 69 to 64%, respectively. 
Besides, after the exclusion of NO2 from the feed gas methane conversion instantaneously drops 
from 64 to 56%. A decrease in catalyst performances in presence of NO is clearly visible in the 
temperature range of 413-500°C (cf. cycles 2 and 3, left panel). On the contrary, when NO2 is 
present in the feed gas a higher methane conversion is observed between 230 and 380°C (right 
panel). Further, the ignition profiles of cycle 2 and 3 overlap between 380 and 430°C, whereas for 
higher temperatures the highest activity is obtained over the fresh sample. Finally, in both the 
experiments the conversion of methane after NOx exposure is lower (around 52% at 500°C) and 
negligible below 350°C (cf. cycles 2 and 5). 

The O2 consumption during the TPReaction experiments has been calculated both on the basis of 
the O2 outlet concentration (O2

in – O2
out) and according to CH4 oxidation stoichiometry (O2

in-
2(CH4

in-CH4
out)). The O2 consumption profiles during the cooling/heating ramps in presence of 50 

ppm NO or NO2 (cycle 3) are shown in Fig. 2a-c for the Pt/silica, Pt/alumina and Pt/ceria samples, 
respectively, as a function of the inlet reactor temperature.  

The O2 consumption profiles calculated according to the above described methods almost overlap 
for all the samples during the cooling/heating ramps in the presence of NO (Fig. 2, left panels) and 
during the cooling ramp in the presence of NO2 (Fig. 2, right panels). On the contrary, the three 
catalysts show different behavior during the heating ramps in the presence of NO2. For both the 
Pt/alumina and the Pt/ceria samples the O2 consumption profiles calculated from the O2 outlet 
concentration are markedly lower than those calculated according to the CH4 oxidation 
stoichiometry for the whole investigated range of temperatures. It is worth to note that at low 
temperatures even negative values of O2 consumption are calculated, i.e. O2 is produced. Finally, 
for the Pt/silica sample the O2 consumption profiles still overlap. 
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The NO and NO2 outlet concentration profiles during the cooling/heating ramps in presence of 50 
ppm NO or NO2 (cycle 3) for the Pt/silica, Pt/alumina and Pt/ceria samples are shown in Fig. 3a-c, 
respectively, as a function of the inlet reactor temperature.  

With reference to the TPReaction experiments with NO for the Pt/silica sample (Fig. 3a, left panel), 
a decrease in NO outlet concentration is observed during the heating ramp starting from 100°C, 
together with an increase in NO2, until a minimum of NO and a contemporary maximum of NO2 are 
reached around 225°C. Then the NO and NO2 outlet concentrations start to increase and decrease, 
respectively, approaching the thermodynamic equilibrium for the NO oxidation reaction above 
240°C. Besides, the NOx outlet concentration profiles during the cooling and the heating ramps are 
almost overlapped. During the TPReaction experiments with NO2 (Fig. 3a, right panel), the NO2 
outlet concentration continuously decreases during the heating ramp, whereas on the contrary the 
NO outlet concentration continuously increases. Once again, the NOx outlet concentration profiles 
during the cooling and the heating ramps are almost overlapped. 

In the case of the TPReaction experiments with NO for the Pt/alumina sample (Fig. 3b, left panel), 
the trend for the NO concentration during the cooling ramp is similar to that obtained over the 
Pt/silica sample, even if the minimum is here higher and somehow shifted towards higher 
temperature (240°C). The NO2 profile during the cooling ramp is lower than that for Pt/silica and 
characterized by a maximum around 255°C; moreover, NO2 is not detected below 150°C. Even if 
thermodynamic equilibrium for NO oxidation is always approached above 400°C, higher NOx 
outlet concentrations are detected during the heating ramp than during the cooling ramp for the 
whole investigated range of temperatures. For the heating ramp two maxima for NO concentration 
are seen at 180 and 365°C, the first associated to a net release of NO, and a minimum is present at 
275°C. Finally, the NO2 profile also show two maxima (at 240 and 325°C), whereas no NO2 is 
detected below 140°C. With reference to the TPReaction experiments with NO2 (Fig. 3b, right 
panel), the NO outlet concentration decreases during the cooling ramp, as for the Pt/silica. 
However, here the NO2 concentration detected during the cooling ramp is lower as compared to the 
Pt/silica sample and a maximum is observed around 190°C. Although thermodynamic equilibrium 
for NO2 disproportion is always approached above 450°C, the NOx profiles during the heating ramp 
are above those obtained during the cooling ramp for the whole investigated range of temperatures. 
During the heating ramps two maxima of NO concentration can be distinguished around 150 and 
355°C and a minimum is seen around 235°C. Finally, the NO2 profile also show two maxima 
(around 180 and 300°C), the second associated with a net release of NO2, and a minimum is seen 
around 225°C. 

In the case of the TPReaction experiments with NO for Pt/ceria (Fig. 3c, left panel), NO2 is not 
detected during the cooling ramp but only between 200 and 400°C during the heating ramp, with a 
maximum around 305°C. The NO concentration decreases during the cooling ramp, passes through 
a minimum around 305°C and increases again. Finally, two maxima at 185 and 335°C are observed 
for the NO outlet concentration during the heating ramp and a net release of NO is registered in the 
range of temperature between 120 and 400°C. For the TPReaction experiments with NO2 (Fig. 2c, 
right panel), NO2 is not detected during the cooling ramp and it is present only between 100 and 
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385°C during the heating ramp, with a maximum release at 275°C. The NO outlet concentration 
decreases during the cooling ramp, with a plateau between 290 and 225°C. On the contrary, two 
maxima of NO concentration are detected during the heating ramp around 180 and 340°C and a 
minimum is present around 245°C.  

 

3.1.2. Transient NOx experiments 

The results of the transient NOx exposure experiments over Pt/silica, Pt/alumina and Pt/ceria carried 
out at 500°C are shown in Fig. 4a-c, respectively. Top and bottom panels show CH4 and O2 
consumption during NOx pulsing, respectively. 

For the Pt/silica sample, no changes in methane consumption can be distinguished when pulsing 
100 ppm NO or NO2 at 500°C (Fig. 4a, top panel). The sample undergoes a slight deactivation 
during the first two hours of time on stream, then a nearly constant value of methane consumption is 
maintained. The concentration of NOx at the reactor outlet during the transient NO and NO2 
exposure experiments is around 94 and 83 ppm respectively, and it is the same for all the pulses. In 
both the experiments the contribution of NO2 to the total NOx outlet concentration is of minor 
relevance (around 2 ppm), since the thermodynamic equilibrium of the NO oxidation reaction 
strongly favors NO at 500°C. The O2 outlet concentration is nearly constant during the transient NO 
exposure experiment, following methane oxidation stoichiometry. On the contrary, an appreciable 
decrease in the O2 consumption is observed in correspondence of NO2 pulses. 

For the transient NOx exposure experiments performed over the Pt/alumina sample, the methane 
consumption slightly increases in the presence of both NO and NO2 (Fig. 4b, top panel). An overall 
decrease of methane consumption is observed during the first three hours of the experiments, then 
the activity is maintained. Once again the concentration of NO2 at the reactor outlet is minor during 
both the transient NOx exposure experiments (around 2 ppm), whereas total NOx outlet 
concentration is around 90 and 93 ppm respectively, and it is the same for all the pulses. An 
appreciable increase of the O2 consumption occurs during the NO pulses, becoming less 
pronounced after three hours of time on stream. On the contrary, the O2 consumption decreases in 
the presence of NO2 and this effect seems to be more pronounced the longer the exposure. 

Finally, for both the transient NOx exposure experiments over Pt/ceria the methane consumption 
increases in presence of NOx, whereas it decreases rapidly during the NOx-free periods leading to an 
overall deactivation of the catalyst (Fig. 4c, top panel). In both cases the concentration of NO2 at the 
reactor outlet is minor (around 2 ppm), whereas the total NOx outlet concentration is 100 and 88 
ppm for the transient NO and NO2 exposure experiments respectively, and it is the same for all the 
pulses. The O2 consumption clearly increases during the NOx pulses, even if in a minor extent when 
pulsing NO2. 
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3.2. In situ DRIFT spectroscopy measurements 

 

The DRIFTS results of the transient NOx exposure experiments at 500°C for Pt/alumina and 
Pt/ceria are shown in Fig. 5 and 6, respectively. Panels a show the IR spectra collected during the 
same experiments, whereas panels b display the corresponding total absorbance (Gram-Schmidt 
signal) in the wavenumber region between 4000 and 1000 cm-1. The dashed area on panels b 
represents the periods with NOx presented in the feed. 

Fig. 4a show the IR spectra collected on the fresh Pt/alumina sample (t = 1 min), during the third (t 
= 53.1 min) and the fifth (t = 161.5 min) pulse, and after the third (t = 76.5 min) and the fifth pulse 
(t = 165.5 min), for the transient NO (top) and NO2 (bottom) exposure experiments respectively. 
The background spectra (not reported) show that the infrared radiation is completely absorbed by 
Al2O3 between 1200 and 1000 cm-1 with the present experimental setup, due to the use of non-
diluted samples. Therefore, this wavelength range won’t be considered when discussing the results 
on Pt/alumina samples.  

The spectrum collected after 1 min during the transient NO exposure experiment presents no 
absorption bands, which reflects no changes with respect to the background spectrum (Fig. 4a, top 
panel). The appearance of a double negative broad band at 2360 and 2335 cm-1 at the beginning of 
the third NO pulse (t = 53.1 min) can be easily associated to asymmetric stretching of gaseous CO2 
[21,22,23]. In the spectrum collected at the end of the firth pulse (t = 161.5 min) a new positive 
band can be clearly distinguished at 1556 cm-1, that we associate with carbonates on the alumina 
surface [24]. At the same time, two new positive bands appear at 3767 and 3714 cm-1 (not shown) 
related to surface OH groups [25,26,27,28]. It is worth noticing that the spectra collected after the 
third and the fifth pulse (t = 76.5 and 165.5 min) overlap with those collected during the 
corresponding pulse, which means that all the superficial species formed in presence of NO are 
stable even after NO exposure at 500°C. Finally, during the whole experiment the Gram-Schmidt 
intensity does not change significantly (Fig. 5b, top panel), indicating that only negligible amounts 
of surface species are formed.  

As regarding the transient NO2 exposure experiment at 500°C, the spectrum collected after 1 min 
overlap with the background spectrum, since no absorption bands can be detected (Fig. 5a, bottom 
panel). Once again a double positive broad band appears at 2362 and 2337 cm-1 at the beginning of 
the third NO2 pulse (t = 53.1 min), easily associated to asymmetric stretching of gaseous CO2. 
Further, two series of positive sharp adsorption bands appear in the carbonate/carboxylate region of 
the spectrum (1800-1400 cm-1) and in the region of surface OH groups (3900-3550 cm-1). The 
spectrum collected after the third pulse (t = 76.5 min) shows the disappearance of all the peaks 
previously observed. After longer exposure to NO2 (t = 161.5 min), a new adsorption band appears 
around 1551 cm-1, likely associated to surface carbonates, whose intensity slightly decreases after 
NO2 exposure (t = 165.5 min). The value of the Gram-Schmidt intensity is nearly constant during 
the whole experiment, showing a slight increase only during long exposure to NO2 (Fig. 5b, bottom 
panel), likely because of surface carbonates formation in a minor extent. Finally, positive peaks of 
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total absorbance appear during the experiment, in correspondence with the detection of the double 
positive broad band associated with gaseous CO2. 

As regarding Pt/ceria, Fig. 6a shows the IR spectra collected on the fresh sample (t = 1 min), during 
the first (t = 2.1 min), the second (t = 28.1 min) and the fifth pulse (t = 103.1 min), and after the 
fifth pulse (t = 166.5 min) for the transient NO (top) and NO2 (bottom) exposure experiments. 

Since the results obtained during the NO and NO2 pulsing are qualitatively similar, they will be 
described together. The spectrum collected after 1 min does not present any absorption band, 
reflecting no changes with respect to the background. During the first NOx pulse (t = 2.1 min) four 
absorption bands can be distinguished at 1519 (with a shoulder at 1478 cm-1), 1220, 1128 and 1018 
cm-1, whereas three weak negative bands are localized at 2365, 2331 and 1094 cm-1. According to 
literature, the absorption bands at 1519, 1478, 1220, 1128 and 1018 cm-1 can be associated with the 
formation of various superficial carbonate and/or carboxylate species [16,21,29,30,31,32,33,34]. 
Accordingly, a sudden increase in the Gram-Schmidt signal is observed immediately upon NOx 
introduction (Fig. 6b). Besides, the negative absorbance values found around 1094 cm-1 (Fig. 6a) 
could be associated with desorption of methoxy species [33], whereas the double negative band at 
2365 and 2331 cm-1 is related to gaseous CO2 [21]. Looking at the IR spectrum collected during the 
second NOx pulse (t = 28.1 min), the bands at 1519, 1478 and 1220 cm-1 decrease their intensities, 
whereas a new weak absorption band appears around 1341 cm-1, likely associated with bulk-like 
carbonate species [32,33,35], and the peak at 1128 cm-1 disappears. More difficult is the assignment 
of the new weak negative band registered at 1145 cm-1: we suggest that this band is associated with 
desorption of methoxy species. A further decrease in the intensities of the absorption bands at 1519, 
1478 and 1220 cm-1 is observed during the fifth NOx pulse (t = 103.1 min). On the contrary, the 
peak at 1341 cm-1 increases significantly. Besides, a new adsorption band around 1063 cm-1 is 
detected, likely related to bulk-like carbonate species onto ceria [32,33]. Finally, in all the spectra 
collected during the NOx-free periods (e.g. t = 166.5) the carbonate/carboxylate bands at 1519, 1478 
and 1220 cm-1 completely disappear, whereas the bands at 1341, 1063 and 1018 cm-1 further 
increase their intensities. Hence, the sudden decrease in the Gram-Schmidt signal observed after the 
NOx pulses (Fig. 6b) is due to the loss of superficial carbonate/carboxylate species.  

 

4. Discussion 

 

In a previous work, based on continuous gas flow reactor and in situ DRIFTS experiments over 
silica, alumina and ceria supported platinum catalysts, we found that methane oxidation strongly 
depends on the nature of the support material [15]. The major role played by the support and the 
noble metal-support interaction was even more evident in the experiments performed in presence of 
SO2, where inhibiting, promoting and deactivating effects (or a combination of them) were 
observed on the different catalysts. In this work the effect of NO and NO2 on methane oxidation is 
studied over the same silica, alumina and ceria supported platinum catalysts. The aim is to gain 
further understanding on the mechanisms of the promoted methane oxidation, on the basis of the 
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analogy between SO2 and NO oxidation on platinum and SOx/NOx storage properties of the support 
materials [17]. 

Before discussing NOx effect on methane oxidation, it is useful to recall that methane oxidation for 
Pt supported catalysts mainly proceeds via a Langmuir-Hinshelwood (LH) mechanism over the 
platinum particles, so that similar activities are observed during the TPReaction experiments over 
fresh samples of silica and alumina supported Pt. The higher activity exhibited by the fresh Pt/ceria 
catalyst in comparison with Pt/silica and Pt/alumina may be due to the availability of extra active 
sites at the noble metal-support interface and/or on the surface of ceria, via either a LH or a Mars 
van Krevelen (MVK) mechanism. Further, oxygen mobility and spillover processes are recognized 
to play a major role in the activity of ceria supported catalysts [36,37,38]. This work shows how 
low-temperature performances of Pt supported catalysts in presence of NOx are also dependent on 
the nature of the support material and on noble metal-support interactions. 

The long-term catalytic activity for the Pt/silica sample is not affected by NOx exposure, as the 
methane conversion profiles during TPReaction experiments for the fresh sample and after NOx 
exposure are overlapped (Fig. 1a). Similarly, methane consumption observed over Pt supported on 
silica before and after SO2 exposure was the same [15]. This is not surprising since silica is known 
to be inert towards acidic compounds like SOx and NOx [39,40], i.e. no sulfites/sulfates and 
nitrites/nitrates are expected to be formed on this support [24,41,42]. Accordingly, the NOx outlet 
concentration profiles evidence that NOx are not stored during reaction (Fig. 3a). Since methane 
oxidation was inhibited in the presence of SO2 due to a competition between SO2 and CH4 to be 
oxidized on the same active sites [15], one would expect a similar competition between CH4 and 
NO oxidation, as previously reported for propane oxidation [43]. On the contrary, the same methane 
conversion is here observed in absence and presence of NO (Fig. 1a, left panel). However, the 
inhibiting effect of NO on propane oxidation was observed at low temperatures (below 300°C) 
where NO is oxidized to NO2 and methane oxidation is negligible. Methane conversion over 
Pt/silica becomes important only above 400°C, where NO oxidation is limited by thermodynamic 
equilibrium (Fig. 3a, left panel) and thus not able to influence methane conversion. On the contrary, 
a lower methane conversion is observed during the TPReaction experiment in the presence of 
nitrogen dioxide above 400°C (Fig. 1a, right panel), where NO2 itself almost completely dissociates 
into NO and O (Fig. 3a, right panel). Since the dissociation energy of the ON-O bond (∆Hf298 = 305 
kj/mol) is lower than that of the O-O bond (∆Hf298 = 498.34 kj/mol) [44], NO2 can be considered a 
stronger oxidizing agent than O2. The observed inhibiting effect on CH4 oxidation might therefore 
be explained by the formation of a layer of strongly chemisorbed oxygen on platinum (or platinum 
oxide) in line with what reported in literature [45,46]. As a further evidence, O2 is consumed 
according to the CH4 oxidation stoichiometry during the cooling/heating ramps in presence of NO2 
(Fig. 2a, right panel), i.e. oxygen from NO2 dissociation remains on platinum. The appearance of 
negative peaks of O2 consumption in correspondence with NO2 pulses at 500°C (Fig. 4a, bottom 
panel) proves that at high temperature oxygen from NO2 dissociation is able to desorb as molecular 
oxygen, so that active sites on platinum are again available for methane dissociation and the 
inhibiting effect is no longer observed. Another possible explanation for CH4 oxidation inhibition 
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could be the competition between CH4 and NO2 adsorption on the same active sites, which would 
be in line with what observed in the simultaneous presence of CH4 and SO2 [15]. However, the 
results of the transient NO2 exposure experiment on Pt/silica seem to be in contrast with this 
hypothesis, since methane consumption is not influenced by NO2 pulsing (Fig. 4a, top panel). This 
apparent incongruence could be solved taking into account that O2 desorbs at 500°C, so that for 
each O2 released two active sites becomes again available for methane dissociation. Following this 
reasoning, inhibiting and promoting effects, associated with NO2 dissociation and successive O2 
desorption, respectively, are balanced at this temperature so that neither a lower nor a higher 
methane conversion is observed. 

A very different behavior is observed for the Pt/alumina catalyst. The ignition profiles during the 
TPReaction in presence of NO or NO2 do not show any inhibiting effect, but they overlap with 
those on the fresh samples (Fig. 1b). On the light of these results, the hypothesis of a competition 
between NO2 and CH4 adsorption on the same active sites seems to be less likely, since in that case 
an inhibiting effect would have been observed in presence of NO2. On the contrary, the behavior of 
the Pt/alumina sample suggests that a high oxygen coverage of platinum particles (or formation of 
platinum oxide) is likely responsible for the inhibiting effect observed over Pt/silica. In fact, in view 
of the agreement between the O2 consumption profiles (Fig. 2b, right panel), we suggest that all the 
oxygen coming from NO2 dissociation is likely involved in the process of nitrites/nitrates formation 
via spillover from the platinum particles to the support, thus preventing oxygen self-poisoning. 
Thus, the ability of the alumina support to store NOx species in the form of nitrites and/or nitrates, 
as evidenced by the NOx outlet concentration profiles during the cooling ramp (Fig. 3b, right panel), 
is of major importance in avoiding CH4 oxidation inhibition. On the other hand, during the heating 
ramp in presence of NO2 adsorbed nitrites/nitrates become unstable and desorb, releasing NOx and 
O2 in the gas phase (Fig. 3b and 2b, right panels), once again cleaning platinum surface from 
oxygen.  

To contrast with results on Pt/silica, a slight promoting effect is observed in correspondence with 
NOx pulses during the transient NOx exposure experiments for the Pt/alumina catalyst (Fig. 4b, top 
panel). A promoting effect of NO on methane oxidation was already observed by Irusta et al. [47] in 
the gas-phase and by Vassallo et al. [48] for both Co- and H-mordenite catalyzed reaction. Since no 
NO conversion was observed, NO was proposed to act as a homogeneous chain initiator, so 
promoting the reaction between CH4 and O2 in the gas phase. Hence, a similar promoting effect 
would be expected independently from the support material. However, here we do not see any 
promoting effect on the Pt/silica sample in presence of NO so that the homogeneous mechanism can 
be ruled out. We propose that nitrates can be formed from reaction of NO with the highly reactive 
oxygen at the platinum-alumina interface. These nitrates can then attract electron density from 
platinum so forming a polarized couple (Ptδ+ NO3

δ-), able to enhance the abstraction of the first 
hydrogen from CH4, which is considered to be the rate determining step for methane oxidation 
reaction [20]. A similar mechanism was already invoked to explain the SO2-promoted CH4 
oxidation over Pt/alumina [15]: in that case adjacent cationic (Ptδ+) and anionic (SO4

δ- ) moieties 
were proposed as new active sites. However the promoting effect was increasing with sulfur 
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exposure and a higher methane conversion was observed even after the exclusion of SO2 from the 
feed gas, which is not the case of NOx. Here a slight deactivation is observed during NOx exposure 
at 500°C for the TPReaction experiments and the peaks for methane conversion during NOx pulses 
are less pronounced with time on stream. Further a lower methane conversion is observed after the 
exclusion of NOx from the feed gas. Being the nitrates on alumina unstable at 500°C [49,50], i.e. 
highly reactive, it is likely that as soon as the C-H bond has been broken dissociate methane reacts 
with the nitrate at the interface. Nitrates formation, C-H breakage and nitrates decomposition are 
supposed to occur rapidly since total NOx concentration at the reactor outlet is almost identical to 
the inlet concentration. As further evidence, no nitrates absorption bands are detected in the 
DRIFTS experiments, i.e. if nitrates are formed their life-time is too short to be detected. On the 
contrary, an absorption band associated with carbonates appears during NOx pulses, with increasing 
intensity with NOx exposure, and remains even during the NOx-free periods (Fig. 5a). We propose 
that CO2 from the reaction between CH4 and nitrates is easily adsorbed at the noble metal-support 
interface, where it forms stable carbonates, similarly to what reported in literature for Pt/BaO/Al2O3 
NOx traps [51]. Thus, the observed deactivation after NOx exposure could be due to the blockage by 
carbonates of the active sites at the platinum-alumina interface. Since we are suggesting a 
promoting mechanism via nitrates formation, and NOx storage is known to be favored in presence 
of NO2 than NO [18,52], it could sound surprising that the CH4 oxidation enhancement is observed 
to the same extent as a consequence of NO or NO2 exposure. However, NO-NO2 thermodynamic 
equilibrium strongly favors NO at 500°C, so that similar amounts of (unstable) NOx species are 
expected to form and leading to the same extent of CH4 oxidation promotion. 

Finally, both promoting and deactivating effects of NOx are observed for the Pt/ceria catalyst. 
Methane conversion is not affected by the presence of NO during the TPReaction experiment, 
whereas in presence of NO2 methane oxidation starts at lower temperatures (230°C) and is 
enhanced up to 415°C (Fig. 1c). On the contrary, above 415°C a lower methane conversion is 
observed in presence of either NO or NO2. It is worth to note that this low temperature promoting 
effect of NO2 is visible only during the heating ramp. NOx outlet concentration profiles evidence 
that NOx can be stored on ceria during the cooling ramp in presence of NO2 (Fig. 3c, right panel). 
The overlap of O2 consumption profiles suggests that oxygen from NO2 dissociation is involved in 
the process of nitrite/nitrates formation over Pt/ceria, similarly to Pt/alumina, so avoiding oxygen 
self-poisoning or formation of platinum oxide. The hysteresis in the extinction-ignition cycles may 
be explained by a favored formation of interfacial nitrates via Pt at low temperatures, whereas at 
higher temperatures nitrates formation can occur on the entire ceria surface implicating that nitrates 
form to a lesser extent at the noble metal-support boundary. As already said, nitrates at the 
platinum-ceria interface could give origin to adjacent cationic (Ptδ+) and anionic (NO3

δ-) moieties, 
by attracting the electron density from the close platinum. These new active sites, which are stable 
at low temperature, become able to break the C-H bond around 230°C, so resulting in the 
anticipation of methane conversion in presence of NO2 if compared with the fresh sample (almost 
100°C before). Since only a minor amount of NOx can be stored in presence of NO (Fig. 3c, left 
panel), the low temperature promoting effect can’t be seen during NO TPReaction. Possibly for a 
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similar reason, i.e. a lower NOx storage capacity [53], the low temperature promoting effect is not 
observed on the Pt/alumina sample. The fact that a plateau in methane conversion is observed 
instead of a constant increase with increasing temperature can be explained considering that nitrates 
become unstable in the same range of temperature. Thus, as the active sites at the interface are 
decomposed and NOx are released, the promoting effect diminishes, in line with the NO2 and O2 
desorption observed between 195 and 315°C (Fig. 3c and 2c, right panels). According to the above 
explained mechanism, nitrates formed at low temperature are not directly involved as reactants in 
methane oxidation, but mainly act as promoter for the first H abstraction.  

It is worth to note that methane consumption markedly increases during NOx pulses at 500°C for 
the Pt/ceria catalyst (Fig. 4c, top panel), to a higher extent than for the Pt/alumina catalyst. Similar 
mechanisms are likely involved in the high temperature CH4 oxidation enhancement over the 
Pt/ceria and the Pt/alumina catalysts. Unstable nitrates are rapidly formed at the Pt-support interface 
(to the same extent during NO and NO2 pulsing for thermodynamic reasons), which promote C-H 
breakage and quickly react with dissociated methane. Since no nitrates are detected during the 
DRIFTS experiments and the total NOx outlet and inlet concentrations are the same, these steps are 
supposed to be fast. Then a portion of the CO2 produced by this reaction is likely adsorbed at the 
interface and forms superficial carbonates. This is in line with the appearance of many absorption 
bands in the carbonates region during NOx pulses in the DRIFTS experiments (Fig. 6a), decreasing 
in successive pulses. In a second moment new peaks at 1341 and 1063 cm-1 appear, with increasing 
intensity with time, which persist even after NOx pulses. In view of their high stability, we propose 
the new bands to be associated with polydentate carbonates with a bulk-like structure [54]. The 
assignment of these species is further supported by the fact that the above mentioned wave numbers 
are close to those reported in literature for the bands related to cerium carbonate Ce(CO3)2 [55]. 
Besides, it is likely that bulk species form via migration of carbonates from the surface to the bulk 
of ceria, as supported by their appearance order and their opposite increasing/decreasing trends with 
NOx exposure. It is recognized that the presence of carbonates can somewhat poison NOx 
adsorption [51] and therefore the formation of the new active sites and the consequent adsorption of 
further carbonates, that is the reason of the observed decrease of superficial carbonates with time. It 
is worth noticing that during the NOx-free periods the absorption bands associated with superficial 
carbonates completely disappear. This could sound surprising, but it has already been demonstrated 
that the bond strength of carbonates on Pt/CeO2, and therefore their stability, depends on the 
composition of the feed gas [56], so that the presence/absence of NOx might make the difference.  

In previews works [15,16] we showed that spillover mechanisms and oxygen mobility over the 
Pt/ceria system play a major role in the mechanism of sulfur promotion. Since the formation of 
sulfates on ceria was accompanied by ceria reduction, the availability of oxygen for ceria 
reoxidation was of crucial importance. Here, the formation of carbonates does not imply a change in 
ceria oxidation state, so that the promoting effect is less pronounced. However, oxygen spillover 
mechanisms remain of major importance to obtain high catalytic performances, so that the catalyst 
deactivation observed after NOx exposure might be due to the progressive blockage of oxygen 
mobility and of active sites on ceria by the bulk-like carbonates [57]. This would be also in line 
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with our previous works [15,16], where bulk-like sulfates were proposed to play a similar role in 
catalyst deactivation after SO2 exposure. 

In summary here we demonstrated that the presence of nitrates as coadsorbates is of major 
importance in the enhancement of low-temperature methane oxidation, likely due to the promotion 
of the first H abstraction. In this picture, the choice of the support material on the basis of its 
adsorption proprieties and its ability to interact with the noble metal is crucial in the design of more 
active catalysts. 

 

5. Concluding remarks 

 

Platinum catalysts supported on silica, alumina and ceria are found to behave differently in presence 
of NOx, likely due to the different noble metal-support interactions and ability to store nitrite/nitrate 
characteristic of each support material. The inhibiting effect observed for the Pt/silica catalyst in 
presence of NO2 is thought to be an oxygen self-poisoning effect, via the formation strongly bonded 
oxygen on platinum (or platinum oxide) with oxygen coming from NO2 dissociation. The choice of 
a support material able to store nitrites/nitrates, e.g. alumina and ceria, allows to avoid inhibition, 
since oxygen from NO2 disproportion is directly involved in the NOx storage process. The 
enhancement of methane oxidation by NOx observed over both Pt/alumina and Pt/ceria catalysts is 
likely due to the formation of new active sites, in the form of a polarized couple Ptδ+- NO3

δ- at the 
noble metal-support interface, highly active for the C-H bond breakage. Although at low 
temperatures interfacial nitrates act as spectators in the promoting mechanism, nitrates formed at 
high temperature are unstable and might direct react with dissociated methane. A portion of the CO2 
produced in this reaction is adsorbed on the support as surface carbonates, which are likely 
responsible of long-term catalyst deactivation. Carbonates diffusion from the surface to the bulk of 
the ceria supports eventually leads to catalyst deactivation due to the blockage of oxygen mobility, 
thus proving the major role played by this phenomenon in low-temperature methane oxidation over 
Pt/ceria. 
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Fig. 1- Temperature programmed reaction of 500 ppm CH4 with 1500 ppm O2 over a) 4% Pt/SiO2, 
b) 4% Pt/Al2O3 and c) 4% Pt/CeO2 (red lines), with 50 ppm NOx present (green lines) and after NOx 

exposure (violet lines). The NO/NOx ratio in the feed gas is 1 and 0 in the left and right panels, 
respectively. The ramp rate is 5°C/min and the GHSV is 15000 h-1. The color code for the 

consecutive cycle numbers are indicated. 
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Fig. 2 - Temperature programmed reaction of 500 ppm CH4 with 1500 ppm O2 in the presence of 
50 ppm NOx over a) 4% Pt/SiO2, b) 4% Pt/Al2O3 and c) 4% Pt/CeO2 during cooling (black lines) 

and heating (green lines). O2 consumption calculated on the basis of O2 outlet concentration (solid 
lines) and of CH4 conversion (dashed lines) are compared. The NO/NOx ratio in the feed gas is 1 

and 0 in the left and right panels, respectively. The ramp rate is 5°C/min and the GHSV is 15000 h-

1. 
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Fig. 3 - Outlet NO and NO2 concentrations during temperature programmed reaction of 500 ppm 
CH4 with 1500 ppm O2 in the presence of 50 ppm NOx (cycle 3) over a) 4% Pt/SiO2, b) 4% 

Pt/Al2O3 and c) 4% Pt/CeO2 during cooling (dashed lines) and heating (solid lines). The NO/NOx 
ratio in the feed gas is 1 and 0 in the left and right panels, respectively. The ramp rate is 5°C/min 

and the GHSV is 15000h-1. 
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Fig. 4 – CH4 (top) and O2 consumption (bottom) during transient NO (green lines) and NO2 (violet 
lines) exposure experiments (100 ppm NO or NO2 for 5 min) for a) Pt/silica, b) Pt/alumina and c) 
Pt/ceria samples carried out at isothermal conditions at 500°C. Continuous inlet feed of 500 ppm 

CH4 and 1500 ppm O2 in Ar with a GHSV of 15000h-1. 
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Fig. 5 - Transient NO and NO2 exposure experiments (40 ppm NO or NO2) on 4% Pt/alumina 
performed in the DRIFT cell. Continuous inlet feed of 0.05% CH4 and 0.15% O2. The left panels 

show the IR spectra collected on the fresh sample (t = 1 min), during the third (t = 53.1 min) and the 
fifth (t = 161.5 min) pulse, and after the third (t = 76.5 min) and the fifth (t = 165.5 min) pulse at 

500°C. Right panels show the total absorbance between 4000 and 1000 cm-1 (Gram-Schmidt) 
during the corresponding experiments.  
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Fig. 6 - Transient NO and NO2 exposure experiments (40 ppm NO or NO2) on 4% Pt/ceria 
performed in the DRIFT cell. Continuous inlet feed of 0.05% CH4 and 0.15% O2. The left panels 

show the IR spectra collected on the fresh sample (t = 1 min), during the first (t = 2.1 min), second 
(t = 28.1 min) and the fifth (t = 103.1 min) pulse, and after the fifth pulse (t = 165.5 min) at 500°C. 
Right panels show the total absorbance between 4000 and 1000 cm-1 (Gram-Schmidt) during the 

corresponding experiments.  
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